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1 Introduction 

1.1 DNA 

DNA is the genetic material in most organisms. It plays a central role in the 
regulation of cellular function and development and acts as the repository for 
the hereditary information that is passed from generation to generation. The 
DNA molecule is a polymer composed of subunits called nucleotides or bases. 
There are four different nucleotid'e subunits, denoted by A, C, G and T. The 
information in a DNA sequence is encoded in the specific ordering of the bases. 
The familiar double helical structure was first proposed by Watson and Crick 
(1953). The two strands of DNA are anti parallel in orientation and complemen
tary, such that an A on one strand is always paired with a T on the opposite 
strand ancl G is always paired with C. Thus the complete information is con
tained in the sequence of one strand. The complementary base pairing is the key 
to DNA replication and other functions and is exploited by many of the tech
nologies used to manipulate DNA molecules, including sequencing reactions. For 
more information on the structure and functions of the DNA molecule see. for 
example, the text by Lewin (1992). 

The entire DNA content of an organism is called its genome. The human 
genome is composed of approximately 3 billion base pairs (bp) of DNA that is 
organized into 24 pairs of chromosomes. A typical chromosome contains a single 
DNA molecule of 150 million bp. Lengths of DNA sequences are often reported 
in units of thousands of base pairs (kb) or millions of base pairs (Mb). One 
of the goals of the Human Genome Initiative is to determine the entire D::-TA 
sequence of a typical human being as well as the genomic sequences of a number 
of experimental organisms. 

1.2 Large Scale DNA Sequencing 

l'vlethods to determine the sequence of DNA molecules rapidly and at relati':ely 
low cost have been available for nearly 20 years (Sanger et al. 1971 . .\Iaxam and 
Gilbert, 1977). Innovations in sequencing technology and increased automation 
have improved the speed and reliability of these methods while at the s<:tme 
time reducing costs. At present, automated sequencing devices are available 
that have the potential to produce up to 3 million bases of raw D.:\A sequence 
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data per machine per year (Hunkapillar et al. 1991). With further advances 
expected in the near future, the possibility of determining the entire genomic 
DNA sequence of a typical human being as well as the genomic sequences of a 
number of experimental organisms is becoming a reality. Such undertakings will 
require significant changes in the scale of sequencing projects. The relative costs 
and quality of sequence data must be carefully considered and it is likely that 
some form of automated quality control will be implemented as an integral part 
of these projects. The purpose of this manuscript is to describe in general terms · 
the process of large scale DNA sequencing and to define the potential role of 
statistical inference and Bayesian methods in a large scale sequencing project. 

The stages of a large scale sequencing project are described here. For a more 
detailed discussion see the review article by Hunkapillar et al. (1991). The first 
stage of a_ DNA sequencing project is necessarily the isolation of DNA from 
the genome of interest and preparation of the DNA for subsequent sequencing 
steps. This involves (at least) two levels of fragmenting the D!\A into man
ageable sized pieces. Cloning, the first level, is a process by which large DNA 
segments can be inserted into a host (e.g., a bacterium or a yeast) for main
tenance and storage. Subcloning, the second level, involves the production of 
smaller DNA fragments that are suitable for sequencing reactions. (Problems 
of assembling these pieces into ordered overlapping sets recur at both levels.) 
The subcloned DNA fragments are then subjected to sequencing reactions. The 
resulting reaction products can be separated by size on an electrophoretic gel 
and the order of the DNA bases determined. Each sequencing reaction can 
produce only a relatively sl].ort (300 to _500 bases) DNA sequence and these se
quence fragments must be assembled to reconstruct the original D~A sequence. 
The finished sequence can then be analyzed to determined its function(s), for 
example, any protein-encoding genes should be identified and characterized. 

1.2.1 Cloning 

Large DNA molecules (e.g. entire chr-omosomes) are difficult to handle exper
imentally and must be broken into smaller segments that can be maintained 
and manipulated. DNA segments can be inserted into other DKA molecules, 
cloning vectors, that can be grown and propagated in a host organism. A variety 
of cloning vectors are available, each with its own characteristic insert size rang
ing from 15kb to 1Mb. The foreign DNA insert is called a clone. If the relative 
overlaps of clones in a collection can be determined, they can be assembled into 
an ordered overlapping set. This is the first level of the assembly problem and 
the resulting ordered clone collection forms the basis of a large scale sequencing 
project. Individual clones can be selected for sequencing and e':entually the 
entire DNA sequence of a genome or large genomic region can be reconstructed. 

Once a particular clone has been selected for sequencing, it is necessary to 
break it into smaller subclones. Typical subclones may be 500 to :2000 bases in 
size. Several hundred bases of the subclone can usually be determined from a 
single sequencing reaction. This second level of the assembly problem involves 
piecing together the fragment sequences and is discussed in detail belmY. 

A number of distinct strategies are available to generate subclones for se-
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quencing. Two general classes are the random strategy (shotgun sequencing) 
and directed strategies. Most sequencing projects begin with a random strategy 
to rapidly accumulate data in the early stages and then switch to directed ap
proaches to close any remaining gaps. In a shotgun sequencing project (11Iessing 
et al. 1981), many copies of a large DNA molecule (clone) are randomly bro
ken into a collection of fragments. Thus the sequences obtained have random 
startpoints along the clone and random orientations. Assembly of the fragments 
is a problem and gaps may remain in regions where, by chance, no subcloneS' 
were generated. In a purely directed strategy, the sequence information in a 
previously sequenced subclone is used to generate the next subclone such that 
the two overlap by 25% to 50%. Thus the relative location of each subclone is 
known in advance and one can "walk" from one end of a clone to the other. 
Directed strategies typically require more human effort than random strategies. 
An example of a partially directed strategy is to use large subclones that can be 
sequenced inward from both ends. Thus partial information about their relative 
placement is available to aid. the assembly process (Lawrence et al., 1994). 

1.2.2 Sequencing 

The most widely used sequencing technologies are based on the enzymatic 
method of Sanger et al. (1977). Four separate reactions are carried out; the 
products of each reaction are partial copies of the fragment being sequenced 
ending at a base of known type. Thus four nested series of molecules are gener
ated. One series contains all partial copies of the DNA molecule ending at an A 
in the template sequence. The other series contain all partial copies ending at C, 
G and T. The reaction products are separated by size using gel electrophoresis, 
a process in which DNA molecules move through a gel under the influence of 
an electric field. Smaller molecules move faster through the gel. :\Iolecules that 
differ in size by one base can be resolved over a size range that will typically 
yield 300 to 500 bases of sequence information. (A picture of such a gel is shown 
in figure 1.) Advances in electrophoresis technology may soon yield runs of up 
to 1000 bases. The linear order of bases in the sequence can be read off as the 
reaction products are detected moving through the gel. 

Automated DNA sequencers are capable of running several reactions in par
allel. Reaction products are labeled with a fluorescent dye and are detected as 
they pass a scanning laser. The resulting "traces:: can be fed directly into a 
computer and interpreted to yield a sequence of "base calls". The base calling 
algorithms present some interesting statistical problems that will not be ad
dressed here. For example, Bowling et al. ( 1991 ). have applied a neural network 
approach to interpreting traces. Their approach combines the peak heights and 
the phase information from the traces to impro\·e the accuracy of base calls. 
:\nother inleresting and open problem would be to interpret the traces to yield 
probabilistic base calls. In this way some measure of accuracy would be available 
in the rs:tvv data. Some recent work by Lawrence and Solovyev !1994) has ad
dressed this problem. See section 5 for further discussion. In the present work. 
we assume the base calls are given as A, G. C, Tor in the case of ambiguity as 
N 
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1.2.3 Assembly 

We will address the problems of assembling a set of DNA sequence fragments and 
determining the sequence of a clone below. An interleaving ofthe fragments must 
be determined by identifying overlaps among their sequences. The fragments 
are then assembled and aligned to form a column-by-column correspondence 
and any ambiguities in the overlapping portions must be resolved. Finally a 
consensus sequence, an estimate of the clone sequence, is inferred from the . 
assembled fragments. The assembly problem has been addressed and software 
for assembly has been produced by Staden (1980), Kececioglu and Meyers (1990) 
and Huang (1992). Despite these efforts, assembly remains a major bottleneck 
in most large scale sequencing projects. 

The problem of assembling DNA fragments is similar in many respects to 
the (higher-order) problem of assembling a collection of clones into an ordered 
overlapping set. This problem has been studied, for example. by Michiels et 
al. (1987), Lander and Waterman (1988), Branscomb et al. (1990), Balding and 
Torney (1991), Fu et al. (1992) and Alizadeh et al. (1992). Many of these results 
are directly applicable to the fragment assembly problem. 

Two important quantities that arise in both assembly problems are closure 
and the redundancy of coverage. Closure is the proportion of bases in the clone 
that have been sequenced at least once. Coverage is a base-by-base measure 
of the number of times a base has appeared in a sequenced fragment. Average 
coverage is often reported as a measure of progress of a sequencing project. 
Coverage will vary for statistical as well as biological reasons. 

1.2.4 Analysis 

The final stage of sequencing project is the interpretation of the finished sequence 
data to determine its function( s). This is another aspect of D ::\A sequencing in 
which many interesting statistical problems arise. Sequence analysis problems 
will not be addressed here. A Bayesian approach to detecting coding sequences 
in finished sequences is described by States and Botstein ( 1 992). A number of 
other authors have considered the analysis of D?\A sequences that are likely to 
contain errors (see Borodovsky and Mcininch, 1992: Clark and Whittam, 1993). 

1.3 Examples 

In this section we review some recent large scale sequencing efforts with an 
emphasis on sequencing strategies and quality control. Raw sequencing data 
are available from some of these projects as noted below. 

The complete sequence of yeast chromosome III (Oliver et al. 1992) is presently 
the largest known contiguous DNA sequence. This sequence 1•:as determined by 
a consortium of laboratories using various techniques. The Fined :315 kilobases 
(kb) sequence was obtained from a total of 385kb of sequence pro\·ided by differ
ent laboratories. Thus about 20% overlap is present in the sequence and provides 
an opportunity to examine the accuracy of sequence data. When overlapping 
regions derived from the same strain were compared the rate of disagreements 
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was about 0.0004 per base. Comparison of sequences obtained from different 
strains reveals disagreements at a rate of about .0062 per base, much of which 
may be attributable to naturally occurring variation in the DNA. Other checks 
on the quality of this sequence suggest that it is highly accurate, to at least an 
order of magnitude of 0.001 errors per base. 

Edwards et al. (1990) reported the sequence of a 57kb region of human 
DNA containing a gene for the enzyme HPRT. DNA was obtained from six clone 
sequences. An initial stage of random sequencing was carried out to achieve 96% 
closure of the region and was followed by directed strategies to obtain full closure. 
The average redundancy in the finished sequence is 4 times. No estimates of 
error rates are provided, but Edwards et al. (1990) do point out that each 
redundant base represents independent cloning, sequencing and reading events 
thus reducing the potential for error and aiding resolution of compressions and 
other artifacts. The coverage is summarized in figure 2. The six large groupings 
in figure 2 correspond to the six clone sequences with the redundancy of these 
clones indicated by their overlap. The small arrows within clones represent the 
individual sequence fragments derived from subclones; their aggregation on the 
plot indicates overlapping and redundancy in sequencing the clones. Ambiguity 
rates in the assembled fragments from this project were studied by Huang (1992). 
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Figure 2: Coverage of the Human HPRT sequence (reproduced with permission 
from Edwards et al. 1991). The position size and orientation of each sequencing 
gel is shown for 6 clone sequences. 
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Chen et al. (1991) reported a 20kb sequence of human DNA containing a 
gene encoding the enzyme G6PD. DNA was isolated from three clone sequences. 
A random strategy was used to obtain 86.2% closure for the largest of the 
three clones ( 11768bp) followed by directed strategies to obtain full closure. 
The average coverage was 3.5 times. The two smaller fragments (3483bp and 
4863bp) were sequenced by purely directed strategies with an average coverage 
of 2.5 times. Chen et al. (1991) favored the directed strategy for small clones 
because of the reduced redundancy, better organization of the raw data and · 
better accuracy. They "estimate from the quality of the sequencing gels and the 
agreement of repeated threefold determinations on overlapping cloned fragments 
that the sequence of the 20114bp is determined with 99.9% precision." These 
data were analyzed by Churchill and Waterman (1992) who reached a similar 
conclusion. 

Daniels et al. (1992) reported the sequence of a 91.4kb region of the E. coli 
genome. The region was contained in 9 clones and represents about 2% of the 
entire E. coli genome. An initial random stage was carried out to an average 
coverage of 6 times and was followed by directed closure. To ensure accuracy 
of the finished sequence. a minimum coverage of 4 times was obtained for 95% 
of the region and 90% was sequenced at least once in each orientation. The 
average coverage in the finished sequence was 9.2 times. Daniels et al. (1992) 
reported that, after the initial (automated) assembly, ambiguities occurred at a 
rate of 1 per 100bp. Human editing of the assembly reduced this to 1 per 200bp 
and data proofreading combined with genetic analysis brought this down to a 
final rate of 1 per 600bp. They report an "internal estimate of 1 error per -500 
residues" in their finished sequence. We note that the human proofreading was 
a very time-consuming aspect of this project. 

Sulston et al. (1992) report results from sequencing three clones containing 
DNA from the genome of C. elegans. They explored a number of different se
quencing strategies and methods that included different proportions of random 
versus directed sequencing strategies. They reported on several types of sequenc
ing errors and broke dO\vn rates by position within fragments. The problem of 
position-dependent errors is discussed in Section 4. 

Seto et al. (1992) have made publicly available the raw sequencing data 
from a human DNA region encoding aT-cell receptor protein. The data consist 
of 1023 raw and 820 partially refined fragment sequences as well as a 34416bp 
derived consensus sequence. They propose this to be a test data set for the (fair) 
comparison of different assembly algorithms. This data has been assembled and 
analyzed by Huang ( 1992). The process of refining raw fragment sequences opens 
some interesting statistical questions not addressed here. For example. it is not 
clear what. if any, ad\·antage is gained by trimming the raw fragment sequences. 
The intuiti\·e idea is to eliminate unreliable base calls from the ra1\· data. Since 
these occur most frequently near the beginning and end of a fragments sequence, 
rules haxe been developed to trim ends that contain an excess of ambiguous base 
characters (N's). 

These examples of large-scale sequencing projects demonstrate the need for 
objective and statistically sound estimates of sequence quality. They indicate 
t.hat current technologies are able to produce sequences of -50 to .jQQkb in length 
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with error rates on the order of 0.001 per nucleotide. Most reports indicate that 
a major bottleneck in the sequencing process is presented by the need to store, 
assemble and analyze the raw data. At presenL assembly· is a time-consuming 
step that requires a great deal of human intenention and rechecking of the 
raw data. The computational and statistical problems involved are still largely 
unsolved. 

1.4 Overview 

Current practice in sequence restoration is to use a mixture of ad hoc algorithms 
and human editing to produce an assembly of the fragment sequences. A con
sensus of the fragments is constructed with little or no consideration given to 
error rates or accuracy and is reported as the finished sequence. To address 
the accuracy problem, Churchill and \Naterman (1992) developed an EM algo
rithm approach that assumes the sequence fragments are assembled correctly. 
The clone sequence is restored conditional on a maximum likelihood estimator 
(MLE) of the error rates. In the present work we wish to avoid both of these as
sumptions (correct assembly of fragments and known error rates). Thus our goal 
is to estimate the true DNA sequence from its posterior distribution, marginal 
over the assembly and the error rate parameters. \Ionte Carlo methods appear 
to provide a practical approach to this problem. Several variations are possible. 
We describe one that seems promising. 

In Section 2, we look at the problem of assembling DNA sequence frag
ments into an interleaving from which the underlying clone sequence can be 
deduced. A detailed solution to the problem will not be provided. Instead we 
will identify where problems arise and suggest some general and rather open
ended approaches. In Section 3, the problem of estimating and assessing the 
(post-data) accuracy - taking as given the method of assembling fragments -of 
a finished DNA sequence is addressed. Here we do provide a detailed solution 
for a simplified version of this problem. In Section 4 we consider some of the 
experimental realities and suggest directions in \\·hich the simple model might 
be generalized. Some prospects for future work on the DNA accuracy problem 
are presented in Section 5. 

2 :Fragment Assembly 

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the fragment assembly problem 
and emphasize the potential role of Bayesian methods in its solution. Section :3 
does not build directly on this material and may be read independently. 

Assembly of a set of DNA sequence fragments :s accomplished by determin
ing l he overlaps among the fragments in the set c-.:1d using this information to 
position them relative to one another. The potential role of Bayesian methods 
and in particular I'vionte Carlo solutions are significant and underdeveloped at 
present. The subproblem of determining pairwise 0\·erla.ps among fragments has 
a. natural prior distribution and in some simple cases it is possible to derive closed 
form expressions for the posterior (Churchill. unpublished)_ A posterior distri-
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bution for the full assembly however appears to be intractable. Approximate 
solutions have been proposed (Alizadeh et al. 1992) but further developments 
are needed before a fully satisfactory and practical solution to this problem can 
be achieved. 

2.1 The Lander-Waterman Model 

Lander and Waterman (1988) proposed a stochastic model for the process of· 
assembling a clone collection. Their model can also be applied to the DNA 
fragment assembly problem when a random sequencing strategy has been used. 
Although the model is very simple it seems to provide robust predictions of the 
behavior of actual sequencing projects (e.g., Chen et al. 1991, Edwards et al. 
1990). 

Consider a set of fragments generated by a random sequencing strategy. Let 

G length of the clone in base pairs, 

L length of a fragment in base pairs and 

N the number of fragments. 

We will assume that all these quantities are known and that L is constant for all 
fragments. The Lander-Waterman model specifie5 that the a priori placements 
of the left-hand endpoints of the fragments are independent and uniformly dis
tributed in the interval [0, G- L]. 

Under these assumptions, the redundancy of coverage (i.e. the number of 
fragments into which a base in the clone sequence is copied) will behave as a 
queuing process across the bases of the clone. (See Taylor and Karlin, 1984, 
p. 353, for a description of the lvfl G I co queuing model.) In practice, coverage 
will vary for biological as well as statistical reasons (e.g. Edwards et al. 1990). 
Lander and Waterman (1988) describe the beha,·ior of this process in terms 
of the expected number of "islands'', vvhich are o\·erlapping sets of fragments 
(also known as "contigs"), and "oceans", '>':hich are the gaps between islands. A 
critical factor in the assembly process is our ability to detect those oYerlaps that 
actually exist between fragments (and to avoid fal5e-posi ti ve overlaps). If T is 
the actual overlap (in base pairs) between two fragments, Lander and ·waterman 
assume that when TIL > t the overlap will be detected and otherwise not. The 
expected number of apparent islands after N fragments have been assembled 
is N exp{ -c(1- t)}, where c = N LIG is the av-erage cov-erage. In a typical 
sequencing project the value oft may be 0.10 to 0.20 and the coverage c may 
range from 2 to 10. 

Closure is defined to be the proportion of base:: in the clone sequence that 
are copied in at least one fragment. A simple geor~:.etric argument (Clarke and 
Carbon. 1976) yields the expected closure. 

£(closure) 1-(1-l G)N (1) 

~ 1 - e-NL/G (2) 

Both the expected closure and expected r:.umbers of islands are pre-data mea
sures that indicate how near to completion a seque:1cing project is. An interest
ing open problem would be to develop post-data neasures that could be used 
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to indicate progress of an ongoing project more accurately in light of the data 
accumulated thus far. 

In the early stages of a random sequencing project, new sequence informa
tion is accumulated rapidly but as the project progresses the sequences become 
increasingly redundant. Edwards et al. (1990) recommend carrying the random 
stage to 95% closure and then switching to directed strategies. At the end of the 
random stage of the G6PD sequencing project (Chen et al. 1991), G = 11768, 
L = 265 and N = 145. Thus the average coverage is 3.27 and the expected do- · 
sure is 0.963. For the HPRT project (Edwards et al. 1990) G = 56736, L = 265 
and N = 695. Thus the average coverage is 3.25 and the expected closure is 
0.961. It could be of significant practical interest to frame the sequencing strat
egy problem in a decision theoretic context. Sulston et al. (1992) investigated 
a number of switching rules (random strategy to directed strategy) based on 
practical considerations of manpower and equipment usage. 

2.2 Pairwise Comparison Methods 

Fingerprinting is a term that refers to any characterization of a clone or DNA 
sequence fragment. The forms of fingerprinting data for the clone assembly 
problem are highly varied and likely to change as new experimental methods 
of characterizing clones are developed. For the fragment assembly problem, the 
sequence itself is a highly informative fingerprint. In this context, the fingerprint 
is used to determine probable overlaps between pairs of fragments. 

Pairwise comparisons among the fragments play a central role in the assembly 
process. In principle, probabilities of higher order relationships, e.g. among 
triplets of fragments, could be computed. It may be worthwhile to investigate 
how much additional information is gained by computing such probabilities as 
the computation is likely to be expensive. In this section we discuss the prior 
probability of pairwise overlap, and the posterior probability of overlap given 
the fingerprints of two clones or sequence fragments. 

Prior probability of overlap. Consider two fragments selected at random 
from a collection of N fragments and let T E [0, L] denote the actual overlap 
(in base pairs) between them. A geometric argument built upon uniformity 
assumptions yields the prior probability distribution ofT, 

{ 
( )

2 
G-2£ t- 0 

Pr (T < t) = G-. L 2 -

- (Gc~Ltt) t > 0. 

By ignoring "edge effects" (i.e. assume G :::?> L ), \\·e obtain a simple approximate 
pnor 

Pr(T~t)={ ~=i(L-t) ~:~. 
The (approximate) prior density function has a point mass of 1- '2L/G at zero 
and constant density 2/G on 0 < t ~ L. The prior probability of any overlap 
between two randomly chosen fragments is Pr (T > 0) = 2L/G. 
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Likelihood and Posterior To illustrate the problem of determining pairwise 
overlap probabilities, we consider a simple case. Consider a word Wi in the DNA 
alphabet, for example ACCTGT. For each fragment fj, j = 1, ... , m in the set, 
we can observe the binary outcome 

X· __ { 1 Wi is present in fragment fj 
'J - 0 otherwise 

As a first approximation, we will assume that the locations of the first letter of 
each occurrence of the word Wi are distributed uniformly throughout the clone 
sequence with known rate Ai and that there are no errors in the process of 
copying fragments from the clone. 

We wish to compare two fragments j1 and jz. Let Ajrh = Xih + Xij2 and 
suppress the subscripts j 1 and jz. Then 

{ 
0 if neither fragment contains Wi, 

Ai = 1 if exactly one fragment contains Wi, and 
2 if both fragments contain Wi. 

The posterior probability distribution of T given A is then Pr (T I Ai) ex: 

Pr (A I T)Pr (T) where, by a geometric argument, the likelihood terms are 

Pr (Ai = 0 I T = t) 

Pr (Ai = 1 I T = t) 
Pr (A= 2 I T = t) 

e->-;(ZL-t) 

2e->.;L(1 - e->.;(L-t)) 

1 - e->.;t + e->.;L(1- e->.;(L-t)? 

Closed form expressions for the posterior can be derived in this simple case. The 
procedure can be repeated using a set of words and the overlap probabilities can 
be updated using Bayes rule (under the assumption that occurrences of words 
are independent). 

A more challenging problem is to use the information in the entire frag
ment sequence to determine the posterior probability of overlap. We are cur
rently working to adapt the methods of Thorne et al. (1991) to compute overlap 
probabilities by summing over all possible alignments between a fragment pair. 
Huang (1992) describes a screening method that can quickly eliminate pairs 
of fragments that are very unlikely to overlap. He uses a standard alignment 
method that yields a score that could be interpreted (up to a constant term) 
as the log-likelihood of the best pairwise alignment. The choice of an informa
tive and easy-to-compute fingerprinting method and the calculation of posterior 
probabilities remain open problems. 

2.3 Full posterior of an assembly 

An assembly can be represented as an interleaving of fragments. If there are no 
errors in the raw fragments, it will be sufficient to specify the left-hand end
point of each fragment in some global coordinate system. Let x = { x1 , ... , xn} 
denote the left endpoints of n fragments. Alizadeh et al. (1993) look at the 
problem of computing the posterior probability of an interleaving I given fin
gerprint data D in the context of clone assembly. They show that Pr (I I D) 
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is proportional to JK(I) Pr(D I x)8x where I\(1) is a polyhedral set in Rn. An 
exact solution would appear to be intractable. However it is likely that rea
sonable approximate solutions can be developed. Alizadeh et al. (1993) note 
that the assembly problem is NP-complete and can be formulated as a tra,·eling 
salesman problem. They discuss an approach based on the stochastic optimiza
tion of a function approximating - log Pr (I I D). Monte Carlo methods are 
used to produce multiple near-optimal solutions. Ideally, weights that approx
imate posterior probabilities should be assigned to these alternative solutions: 
Again, the problem of finding computationally feasible solutions to the posterior 
probability of an assembly remains as a challenging open problem. 

3 Restoration of the Clone Sequence 

In section 2 we discussed several open problems in assembling fragments. In 
this section we will assume that an initial assembly of the fragments has been 
generated and address the problems of restoring the clone sequence and assess
ing its accuracy. VIe begin section 3.1 by introducing a simple stochastic model 
of fragment generation. Concepts of sequence alignment and fragment assembly 
are introduced and used to define the likelihooci of a fragment set. A sampling 
algorithm is described that can be used to obtain an approximate posterior 
distribution for the clone sequence. The remaining sections (3.2-3.4) develop 
the details for each of the steps in the resampling algorithm. These are algo
rithms that sample the clone sequence (section :3.2), the error rate parameters 
(section 3.3) and the fragment assembly (section :3.4) from conditional posterior 
distributions given the fragment sequences and the other two quantities. 

The clone is a DNA molecule with a unique but unknown sequence denoted 
by s = (s 1 , ... , snJ- The length of the clone sequence n 5 is unknown, but may 
typically be on the order of 15 to 40 thousand bases. The individual bases of 
the clone sequence are elements of the alphabet A = {A, C, G, T}. Thus s is 
an element of the set S = U~1 Ak, where A~o 2.re the sets of k-tuples on the 
alphabet A. The set S will be referred to as sequence space and is the space on 
which we will define the posterior distribution. 

The observed data are sequence fragments obtained from subclones of the 
clone sequence. The set of fragment sequences will be denoted by F = { f1 , .... fm}, 
where fi = (!j 1, •.. , fini) and nj is known (typically 250 to 1000 bases). Each 
fragment sequence is generated by an automated sequencing device as a series 
of base calls drawn from the alphabet B = {A. C. G. N, T} which includes the 
ambiguous character N in addition to the four s:andard D\"A bases. 

3.1 The Copying Process 

3.1.1 A Hidden Markov Model 

In this section we def-ine a hidden i.'vfarko,· mociel (H\!E'Il) that describes the 

process of generating a single fragment f = (!1 ... f.,_,) by copying a subsequence 
of bases in s. (Because we are considering on!:: ·:me fragment. the subscript j 
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will be suppressed.) We make certain simplifying assumptions here and discuss 
generalizations of the model in section 4. For now. we assume that all fragments 
are generated in the same orientation from the clone sequence (i.e., from left to 
right). The problem of reversed complement copies will be addressed in section 
4.1. We also assume that the parameters of the copying process are constant 
across all fragments, all bases within a fragment and all bases within the clone. 
Generalizations of this assumption will be addressed in section 4.2. The model 
is summarized in figure 3 and is described further here. 

begin end 

Figure 3: A hidden Markov model representation of the copying process is shown 
for a clone sequence of length ns = 2. The process begins in state B0 and 
terminates in state £ 3 . Possible state transitions are shown by arrows connecting 
the states B;, R;, I; and £;. Transition probabilities are indicated along each 
arrow. The observed fragment sequence is generated as a series of outputs by 
the states R; and £;. 
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Each base s; in the clone is associated with 4 hidden states in the H:..-fM, 
E;, R;, I; and E;. In addition there are two states, E0 and I0 , associated with 
the start of the clone and a state En. +I associated with the end of the clone. 
The copying process starts in state E0 . All of the states are non-recurrent 
except En,+I, which is absorbing. The notation is chosen to suggest the role 
of each state in the copying process. Any uncopied clone bases starting from 
the leftmost (si) to the first base that is copied are associated with E-states 
("begin"). Bases in the clone sequence that are copied, replaced with another 
base or deleted in the fragment are associated with R-states ("replace"). Bases 
that may be inserted into the fragment during the copying process are generated 
by I -states ("insert"). Any uncopied clone bases beyond the last base copied 
to the rightmost base ( sn.) are associated with E-states ("end"). 

Transition probabilities between states are indicated in figure 3. The full 
state transition matrix has dimension ( 4n8 + 3)2 but its block diagonal structure 
can be summarized by the following partial transition matrices. The initial block 
has the form 

Eo 
Io 

R1 
T(1 -A) 

(1- A)(1- p,) 

The main body of the transition matrix can be written as 

and the terminal block is 

R;+l 
T(l- A) 

(1- A)(1- p,) 
(1- A)(l- p,) 

0 

En +I 

1- A j 1-A 
1-A 

1 

I; 
TA 

,\(1- p,) 
/\(1- p,) 

0 

We note that the rows corresponding to transitions out of R-states and !
states are identical. This constraint on the structure of the model simplifies the 
restoration problem addressed in section 3.2. 

The observed bases in the fragment sequence are generated as outputs by 
the states of the hidden Markov chain. The states B; indicate that the copying 
of the fragment has not yet begun and thus no output is generated. In the 
state R;, the clone base s; is copied. The output of an R-state is generated 
according to the distribution 7rR(b!s;) where bE BU{- }. The character - is 
used to indicate a null output and is not directly observable. The event of a null 
output by stateR; corresponds to the deletion of bases; in the copied fragment. 
The states I; generate insertions into the fragment sequence according to the 
distribution 7rr(b) where bE B. Bases output by state l; are spurious additional 
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bases inserted to the right of any output from the state R; and, by conYention, 
correspond to the bases; in the clone. Finally the states E; indicate that copying 
of the fragment has terminated and no output is generated. 

The 32 parameters governing the hidden 1v1arkov chain will be denoted by 
e = {T,A,fL,71R(-!·),11J(-)} below. Where T, .,\and fLare transition probabilities 
between states of the HMM, 71R is a 4 x 6 row multinomial matrix defining the 
conditional output distribution of a R state given s; and 71J is a multinomial 
vector of 5 probabilities defining the output distribution of an I state. Due to · 
the usual multinomial constraints on 1i"R and 71J, there are 27 degrees of freedom 
in the model. We note that in other applications of HMMs (e.g., Krogh et al. 
1993), the parameter values are not constrained to remain constant from state 
to state and the resulting HMMs are highly parameterized. 

3.1.2 Alignments and Assembly 

An alignment between a fragment sequence f and the clone sequence s is an 
hypothesis that establishes a correspondence between the individual bases in 
the two sequences. It can be represented as a directed graph associated with 
the I-IMM in section 3.1.1, whose vertices form a grid with (n1 + 1) rov;s and 
(ns + 1) columns (figure 4), where nf is the length off and ns is the length of s. 

Let v(i,j) denote the vertex at column i and rmv j of the graph fori= 0 .... , ns 
and j = 0, ... , n1. The done sequence is shown across the northern edge of 
the grid such that base s; falls between the columns i - 1 and i. The fragment 
sequence is shown down the western edge of the grid so that base h falls between 
rows j - 1 and j. An alignment is shown as a path, a connected sequence of 
arcs, that traverses the matrix from a vertex on its northern edge to a \·ertex 
on its southern edge by a series of southern (1), southeastern ('\,) and eastern 
(-+)moves. A southern arc connecting v(i,j- 1) to v(i,j) indicates that fj 
was generated as an insertion by the state h A southeastern arc connecting 
v(i- 1,j- 1) to v(i,j) indicates that fj is the non-null output of stateR,. i.e. 
fJ is copied, perhaps with error, from s;. An eastern arc connecting v(i- 1.j) 
to v(i,j) indicates that the output of state R; was nulL i.e. that base .3: was 
deleted from the fragment. 

To indicate the point at ·which the copying of a fragment begins, we define a 
set of special vertices { v( i, -1) : i = -1, ... , n5 - 1} that lie above the northern 
edge of the path graph and connecting arcs as shown in figure 4. A southeastern 
arc connecting v( i- 1, -1) to v( i, 0), i = 0, .... n- 1 indicates that the one of 
the transitions B; -+ R;+1 or B; -+ 1; has occurred and the first base copied 
from the clone sequence is Si+l· An eastern arc indicates that copying h2.s not 
_yet started. Southern arcs are not allowed here. Similarly. we define a s;;ecial 
set of vertices { v ( i, n 1 + 1) : i = 1, ... , ns + 1} that lie below the sou them ec:ze of 
the path graph and connecting arcs to indicate where the copying of a frag:11ent 
ends. A southeastern arc connecting v(i, n1 + 1) to di + 1. n1 + 1). i = 1. .... n 
indicates that the one of the transitions R; --t £;+1 or I; --t £;+1 has occurred 
and thus that s; is the last base of the clone to be copied. 

With some exceptions to be noted in a moment. the entire alignment path 
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can be summarized as a sequence of arcs denoted ii = a:1 , ... , a:n, where 

{ 
0 -+ delete 

O:i = 1 '\. copy 
2 L insert, 
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(3) 

and n is the length of the alignment, max(ns, n1) + 2::; n ::; ns + nf + 2. Arcs 
at the beginning and end of a are interpreted differently and handled specially 
below. The first occurrence of a "1" at index i in the sequence indicates the 
transition from state Bi-1 to one of the states Ji-1 or~. All zeros to the left of 
this point indicate transitions between E-states. The last occurrence of a "1" 
in the sequence at index j indicates a transition from one of the states Rj or lj 
to the state Ej+I· All zeros to the right indicate transitions between E-states. 
Thus a defines the sequence of states by the HMM as it generated the observed 
fragment sequence f. 

~ 
ED 

4 

Figure 4: The path graph representation of an alignment is shown. Each arc in 
the graph corresponds to a unique state in the HMM as indicated. Nodes in the 
path graph represent tranisition between states. 
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An assembly, denoted A, of the fragment set F establishes a correspondence 
among the bases in different fragment sequences. (As we are now discussing the 
set of fragments, the subscript j = 1, ... , m will be used again to index individual 
fragments and their corresponding alignments.) It can be derived from the set of 
alignments { 0:1 , .•. , O:m}. Together the assembly and the fragment set determine 
the assembled fragment set, denoted X = {F, A}. An example is shown in figure 
5. The assembled fragment set is a matrix with elements Xij, i-:- 1, ... , nA and 
j = 1; ... , m drawn from the alphabet B U{ -, ~ }. Note that i denotes columns · 
and j denotes rows. Each row of the matrix contains the complete sequence of 
a fragment fj, j = 1, ... , m along with the two types of null characters. The 
null character - is called a gap and the null character ~ is called an offset 
and will usually be written as a blank character " ". Gap characters may be 
inserted inside the fragment sequence or immediately adjacent to either of its 
ends. Offset characters may be inserted beyond the ends of a fragment sequence. 
The total number of bases, gaps and offsets in each row of X is nA, the width 
of the assembly. 

The placement of gap and offset characters defines a column-by-c~lumn 
correspondence among the bases in different fragment sequences. The columns 
of X will be denoted by Xi, i = 1, ... , nA. All non-null characters in a column are 
generated by the same underlying state of the HMI~vf. If the state corresponding 
to column Xi is an R-state, the gap characters correspond to deletion events. 
In the case where all outputs of an R-state are null, there will be no column 
in the assembly corresponding to that R-state and no indication that a state 
was missed. This is one way in which an error can arise in a restored clone 
sequence. If the state corresponding to column Xi is an I -state, a gap character 
in row j is a place holder to indicate that the state Ii was not visited in the 
copying of fragment j but that state Ii was visited in the copying of at least one 
other fragment. In the event of multiple insertion events, two or more adjacent 
columns in the matrix X may correspond to the same /-state. Offset characters 
to the left of a fragment sequence correspond to E-states and those to the right 
correspond to E-states. In summary, the assembly A specifies the locations of 
offset and gap characters needed to construct the assembled fragments matrix X 
from the fragment set F. The offset characters define the beginning and end of 
the subsequence of s that was copied in fragment fi. Gap characters are needed 
to establish a correspondence among the bases in the fragments when insertions 
and/or deletions occurred in the copying process. 

Because the clone sequence and its correspondence with the columns of X are 
not given as part of the assembly, it is not possible to identify which gap char
acters in the assembled fragments set are deletions and which are place holders 
for insertions that occurred in other fragments. The alignment set { &1 , ... , am} 
contains additional information that establishes a correspondence between the 
columns of X and the bases of s. The correspondence information can be sum
marized as a sequence r = 11: ... , ''fnA where 7i E {0, 1, 2, ... } is the number 
of bases in the clone sequence associated with column i in the assembly. Cor
respondence between the columns of the assembled fragments matrix and the 
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clone sequence is established by the following algorithm. 

C011eabh+ 
Cl9Suuh-

consensus 

C011eabh+ 
Cl9Suaah
Cl19uaah-

consensus 

C011eabh+ 
Cl9Suaah
Cl19uuh-

consensus 

C011aabh+ 
Cl9Suaah
Cl19uaah
C069uaac+ 
C069uabc+ 

consensus 

C011aabh+ 
Cl9Suaah
Cl19uaah
C069uaac+ 
C069uabc+ 

consensus 

. : . : : . : 
CTTAACAGAAAAT~CC~TCTAATAATTACCCCTCAAAATCG~GAAA--CCTATCT~~:: 

AAAGTCCTATCT~~:: 

CTTAACAGAAAATACCATCTAATAATTACCCCTCAAAATCGAGAAAGTCCTATCTGrr:: 

TATGCTAGT~ATAA~T~CATTTCACATAAGT~ATAAA~GCCACAA~ 
TATGCTAGTTATAAGAATGAGGC-GC-TTTCACATAA-TGGTTATAA-cACTGCCACAAG 

TTTCACATAA-TGGTTATAAACACTGCCACAAG 

TATGCTAGTTATAAGAATGAGGCAGCATTTCACATAA-TGGTTATAAACACTGCCACAAG 

AAGATTCAT~TGTGorr~ATcTGTAG~CTcATCAT~C-TcTGTCA~ATAACTATA~ 
AAGATTCATGATGTGTTGTTTATCTGTAGCTCTCATCAT-cATCTGTCATATAACTATAG 
AAGATTCATGATGTGTTGTTTATCTGTAGCTCTCATCATAC-TCTGTCATATAACTATAG 

AAGATTCATGATGTGTTGTTTATCTGTAGCTCTCATCATAC-TCTGTCATATAACTATA~ 

. : . : . . : . : 
CATTAAGATTT-AATGTTCTATATATTCTTCTAAGACAGTGTTTACCAGAGTAAGGCACA 
CATTAAGATTTTAATGTTCTATATATTCTTCTAAGACAGTGTTTACAAGAGTAAGGCACA 
CATTAAGATTTTAATGTTCTATATATTCTTCTAAGACAGTGTTTACCAGAGTAAGGCACA 

GTTCTATATATTCTTCTAAGACAGTGTTTACCAGAGGAAGGCACA 
ATATATTCTTCTAAGACAGTGTTTACCAGAGTAAGGCACA 

CATTAAGATTTTAATGTTCTATATATTCTTCTAAGAGAGTGTTTACCAGAGTAAGGCACA 

. . .. . . . . . 
AAAGATCCACTGGTTTGCAAGAAAGATTAGAA-CTTTTAAATTT'! 
AAAGATCCACTGGTTTGCIIAGAAAGATTAGAA-CT 
AAAGATCCACTGGTTTGCAAGAAAGATT-GAAACTTTTAAATTT:TTA-CCTCACCTTNN 
AAAGATCCACTGGTTTGCAAGAAAGATTAGAA-CTTTTAAAT'!'l'T'l'TAACCTCACCT~G: 
TAAGATCCACTGGTTTGCTAGAAAGATTAGAA-CTTTTAAATTTTTTA-CCTCACCTTG: 

AAAGATCCACTGGTTTGCAAGAAAGATTAGAA-CTTTTAAATTTTTTA-CCTCACCTTG7 

Figure 5: A portion of an assembled fragment set as generated by the computer 
program CAP (Huang, 1992). Fragment identifiers are shown at the left and the 
orientation of each fragment is indicated by + (direct) or - (reversed) followed 
by the fragment sequences. The assembly is broken into blocks of 60 columns in 
width for display purposes. A majority rule consensus sequence is shown below 
each block. 

Algorithm Let j = 1. For k = 1 to nA: 
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L If /k = 0, the column Xk is the output of state Ii. The column corresponds 
to a gap in the clone sequence. Increment k = k + l. 

2. If /k = 1, the column Xk corresponds to base si in the clone sequence. This 
occurs when at least one output of the state Ri is non-null. All non-offset 
characters in column Xk are outputs generated by state Ri· Increment 
j = j + 1 and k = k + 1. 

3. If /k = 2 or more, the column Xk corresponds to Sj but there is no column 
in X corresponding to the bases Sj+I, ... , si+·n-l· This event occurs when 
all outputs of states Ri+I, ... , Ri+·Yk-l are null. Increment j = j + /k, 
k=k+l. 

We note that r is an alignment (in the sense defined above) between the clone 
sequence s and the columns of the assembled fragments matrix X. The pair 
{A, r} is equivalent to the set of alignments {51, .•• , am} in the sense that 
there is no loss of information. Either data structure is completely determined 
given the other. Thus, we have partitioned the information in the alignment set 
into an assembly A and a correspondence vector r. Also note that 2:::7:1 ')'; = n5 • 
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The problem of generating a clone sequence given an assembled fragment set 
is addressed in section 3.2 and the problem of generating an assembly given a 
clone sequence is addressed in section 3.3. 

3.1.3 Likelihood 

In this section we define the likelihood Pr (F I A, r, s, B). We assume that each 
fragment fj is an independent realization of the copying process, thus 

m 

Pr(F I A,r,s,B) = IIPr(fi I aj,s,B). 
j=l 

This independence assumption is crucial to the analysis below. However, sys
tematic errors, errors that recur at the same clone position in different fragments 
are known to occur and may account for a large proportion of the errors that 
find their way into finished reconstructions of the clone sequence. In section 4.3 
below, we discuss this problem. 

We can express Pr (fj I aj, s, B) as a product with one term for each arc in 
the alignment path because we have assumed a l\larkov model for the fragments 
generator. Let v(it, k1) be the vertex at which the partial alignment aj1 , ... , frjt 

terminates. Then 

n 

Pr (fj I aj, s, B)= II Pr (fjk, I frjt, s;,, B) 
t=l 

where, 

1 O.jt = 0 left end 
1 O.jt = 1 first "one'' 
7rR( -ls;t) O.jt = 0 interior 

Pr Uikt I frjt, s;,, B) = r. RUikt I sit) Ojt = 1 interior 
7f J(fjk,) Ojt = 2 interior 
1 Ojt = 1 last "one~' 
1 O.jt = 0 right end. 

To achieve our primary goal of restoring the clone sequences, we would like 
to know the assembled fragments and the correspondence vector. Thus ideally 
we would like to augment F with the "missing data" {A, f} and consider the 
augmented data likelihood. Our assumption of independent fragments implies 
the factoring 

m 

Pr (F, A, r I s, B) = II Pr (fj. a.j I s. B). 
j=:l 

Let i 1 and k1 be defined as before, then 

n 

Pr (fj, aj I s, B) = II Pr (fjk,, Ojt I Si,. B) 
t=l 
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where, 

1-T Qjt = 0 left end 
T Qjt = 1 first "one" 
(1- ,\)(1- f-L)7rR( -Is;,) Qjt = 0 interior 

Pr (Jjk, nit I s;,, 0) = (1- ,\)(1- f-L)7rR(Jjk, Is;,) O'jt = 1 interior 
,\(1- f-L)7rJ(fjkt) Qjt = 2 interior 
f-L O'.jt = 1 last "one" 
1 O'.jt = 0 right end. 

Prior and posterior distributions for the parameters A, T, f-L, 1fR and 1fJ are 
discussed in section 3.4. 

3.1.4 A Sampling Algorithm 

The primary objective of a sequencing project is to obtain a restoration of the 
clone sequence using information in the fragment sequences, prior information 
about the clone sequence (e.g., its length and base composition), and prior 
information about the frequencies and types of errors that occur in fragment 
sequences. \Ve also wish to quantify any uncertainty in the restoration. For 
these purposes we would like to compute the marginal posterior distribution 
Pr (s I F). The Gibbs sampling algorithm outlined here can be used to obtain 
an approximation to this distribution or functionals of it. For an introduction 
to the Gibbs sampler see Casella and George (1991). For theoretical properties 
and examples see Gelfand and Smith (1990) and Gelfand et al. (1991). 

Our goal is to avoid both the assumptions that the assembled fragments 
matrix and the error rate parameters are fixed and known. Thus our goal is to 
estimates from its distribution, marginal over A and 0. Any of several variations 
on .lvionte Carlo Markov chain algorithms could be used as a tool to solve this 
problem. We describe one that seems promising. 

Starting with an initial assembly A(o) and initial parameter estimates ()(0) 

we iteratively generate the following random variables: 

l. {s,r}Ul ""'Pr (s,r 1 F,AU-ll,eU-1l), 

2. oUl ""'Pr (e 1 F,{s,r}(jl,AU-1l), 

:3. A(i) ""'Pr (A I F,sUl,()(jl) 

Algorithms for each of these samplings steps are described in sections :3.2, 3.3 
and :3.4 respectively. 

:\oLe that r(j) is discarded after step 2 of the iteration. Thus a sequence (of 
::;equences) s( 11 .... ,s(k) is generated, \\"here s(k) is approximately a sample from 
Pr (s I F). The approximation impron~s as /.; increases and becomes exact as 
/.; ---+ co. 

This scheme generates a !vlarkov chain { sUl. A (j), ()Ul} \\·i th stationary distri

bution Pr (s, A. 0 ! F). We may repeat the entire process .\" tirnes or sample N 
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outcomes from one long chain (Gelman and Rubin 1992. Geyer 1992) to obtain 
the values 

(k) (k) (k> 
sl ,s2 , .... ss 

e(k) g(k) gU:, 
)l2l'''l;\" 

(k) A(k) ik) 
At ' 2 ' ••• 'As . (4) 

For large k we can treat these as a sample from the stationary distribution. 
Using this sample to estimate probabilities is straightforward. For example, 

to estimate the probability that the clone sequence is a particular value s0 , we 
calculate 

1 \" (I) 
Pr (s = s 0 I F)~ N L l = 1· l(s; =sa). (5) 

It has been noted (see for example Gelfand and Smith, 1990) that the estimate 
in (5) can be improved by applying the Rao-Blackwell theorem, which results 
in the estimator 

1 N 
Pr(s = s0 I F)::::::;~ ~Pr (s = s0 F,AC'l.PI),B(IJ). 

~\· 1=1 
(6) 

Lastly, we again note two properties of these calculations. The expression in 
(6) becomes exact as k and N--+ CXJ. Thus by taking large enough values, we 
can attain any degree of accuracy in these calculations. Also, the calculation 
produces a probability that does depend on any estimated ,-alues of B. Similarly, 
calculations about B do not depend on any estimated values of s. 

In the remainder of this section, we provide the details of sampling from the 
three conditional distributions. 

3.2 Conditional posterior distribution of the clone se
quence 

In this section we describe the conditional posterior distribution of the clone 
sequence Pr (s, r I F, A, B) and an algorithm that generates samples from it. 

Let si denote the subsequence of clone bases associated with the ith column 
of the assembly. The number of bases in s£ is gi,·en by ~·:. Recall the notation 
for the assembled fragments matrix, X = {F, A}. It follows from the copying 
model that we have 

1. ~v1utual independence of the (sf,~;,-) given::\.. 

:2. Independence of x; and (s;. ;;) fori=/:- j. 

Thus the posterior distribution can be factored 

nA 

Pr(s,r I x.e) = IIPr(s;.--; I X;,B•. ( ~) , I 

i=l 

and we can restore s; independently for each coiumn. 
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The conditional distribution required to generate sf can be computed using 
Bayes' rule 

m 

Pr(sf,/i I Xi,()) <X Pr(si I 0) IT Pr(Xij I s£,/i,()). (8) 
j=l 

The conditional probabilities of fragment elements given the clone sequence 
are 

Pr ( Xij I /i = 0) 

Pr(Xij I sf= b,/i = k,k 2:: 1) 

where bEAk. 

{ 
A'lrJ(Xij) Xij E B 
1- A Xij =-

k 

1rR(Xijlbl) II 7rR( -lbl) 
1=2 

The prior distribution for (s, r) will be defined in two stages. First we define 
a prior on.r, the number of bases associated with each column in the assembly. 
Then, given the "size class" /i, we define a prior on the bases in sf. We will 
assume independence across columns of the assembly. Thus, 

nA 

Pr (s, r) = II Pr (sf, li) 
i=l 
nA 

IlPr{ii)Pr(sf Iii)· 
i=l 

Given that sf belongs to a particular size class, the prior distribution will be 
equally likely, 

1 
Pr (sf = b I /i = k) = 4k 

for all bEAk and k = 0,1,2, .... 

(9) 

To define a the prior on r, let 17o = Pr {ii = 0) and distribute the remaining 
probability mass over the size classes k = 1, 2, ... according to a geometric 
distribution with parameter 771 . Thus, 

Pr ( /i = k) = (1- 7Jo)(1 - 7]1)11:-l, (10) 

for k 2:: 1. The prior expected length of s is 

1- 7]o 
E(ns) = nA . 

1 -171 
(ll) 

3.3 Conditional posterior distribution of the error rate 
parameters 

In this section, we assume that the clone sequence and its correspondence with 
the assembled fragment set are known and consider the problem of estimat
ing the error rate parameters. We will describe the conditional distribution 
Pr(O I F,A,r,s). 
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Prior Distribution The copying model is defined in terms of two sets of pa
rameters, the state transition parameters A, T and f1 and the output parameters 
7rR(bia) and 7rJ(b). It is convenient to assign a beta prior distribution to A with 
parameters ,8;.. and (31_;... The parameters T and f1 can also be treated this way, 
but see the discussion in section 4. 

In general 7rR(bia) is a 4 x 6 stochastic matrix with row sums equal to one 
and 1r I( b) is a 5 element probability vector. It is convenient to assign indepen
dent Dirichlet priors to each row of 7rR and to 1fJ with parameters (J[j, and (3{, 
respectively. 

Posterior Distribution When s, F, A and rare given it is a simple counting 
excercise to determine which events have occurred in the process of copying 
all the fragments. The posterior distribution will be a product of Dirichlet 
distributions with parameters 

where ti are the sufficient statistics 

nA m 

t~b LL 1(Xij = b,sk(i) =a), a E A,b E B 
i=l j=l 

nA m 

t~_ LL (1(Xij = -,sk(i) =a)+ 1(1'; > 1)(/i -1)di), a E A 
i=l j=l 

nA m 

t~ LL1(Xij = b,sk(i) =-),bE B 
i=l j=l 

nA m 

i;.. LL1(Xij E B,/i = 0) 
i=l j=l 

nA m 

tl-A LL1(Xij E BU{-})Ji 
i=l j=l 

(12) 

where k( i) is the index of the clone base corresponding to column i in the 
assembly and di is the number of non-null characters in column i. Samples can 
be drawn from the posterior distributions using standard methods. 

3.4 Conditional posterior distribution of the alignments 

3.4.1 Approach 

The alignment of DNA sequences is a ubiquitous problem in molecular biology 
(see the review by Waterman, 1984). In the study of molecular evolution, align
ments are used to establish a correspondence among the bases in two or more 
related sequences that reflects their descent from a common base in an ances
tral sequence. In the context of DNA sequencing, we can view the fragment 
sequences as descendents of the clone sequence via the copying process. An 
alignment between a fragment sequence fj and a clone sequence s will establish 
which bases in the fragment were copied from which bases in the clone. In this 
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section we will describe the conditional posterior distribution of a pairwise se
quence alignment Pr (O.j I s, fj, ()) and an algorithm that will generate samples 
from this distribution. The set of sampled pairwise alignments (one for each 
fragment, j = 1, ... , m) can then be used to construct an assembly drawn from 
the distribution Pr (A, r I F, s, ()). The problem of sampling alignments in an 
evolutionary context is addressed by Churchill and Thorne (1993) and a related 
EM algorithm is described by Thorne and Churchill (1993). 

In general, the alignment of multiple sequences is a computationally pro- · 
hibitive problem (Altschul, 1989). However, in the present case, the complexity 
is greatly reduced because (1) the common ancestral sequences is given and (2) 
the fragment sequences are conditionally independent given s. Thus the joint 
distribution of multiple sequence alignment can be factored 

Pr(A,r 1 F,s,e) Pr(O.b···•O.m I F,s,B) 
m 

IT Pr (ai I fj, s, 0) 
j=l 

and we can sample from the joints distribution of alignments by sampling the 
pairwise alignments one at a time. 

For the remainder of section 3.4, we will consider the pairwise alignment 
distribution Pr (a I f' s, ()) for a single fragment sequence f and the fragment 
subscript j = 1, ... , m will be suppressed. 

A partial alignment is an alignment between subsequences of two larger se
quences. We will use the notation A(k, i,j) to denote the set of all partial 
alignments between s1, ... , Si and !1, ... , fi that end with an arc of type k. We 
refer to these sets as arc-sets. The following arc-sets are all non-empty: 

1. Alignments that start after Si: 

A(O, i, -1), i = 0, ... , n8 - 1 

2. Alignments that start at Si: 

A(1, i, 0), i = 0, ... , ns 

3. Alignments that enter node v(i,j) by a k-path: 

A(k,i,j), k = 0, i = o, ... ,n, j = 1, ... ,n1 

k = 1, i = 1, ... ,n, j = 1, ... ,n1 

k = 2, i = 1, ... , n, j = 0, ... , n1 

4. Alignments that end at Si-I: 

A( 1, i, n 1 + 1), i = 1, ... , n + 1 

.J. Alignments that end before Si-1: 

A(O,i,nJ+1), i=2, ... ,n+1 

All other arc-sets are null and should be assigned probability zero in the recur
sions below. 
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3.4.2 Forward pass algorithm 

Define qk(i,j) to be the conditional probability that an arc of type k enters v(i,j) 
given that v(i,j) is visited by the alignment path. The goal of the forward pass 
algorithm is to compute qk( i, j) for all non-null arc-sets. First note that 

where 

and and 

qk(i,j) = Pr(A(k,i,j) I A(·,i,j),f,s,B) 

Pr(A(k,i,j) I A(·,i,j),fb···,fi,s,B) 

Pr(A(k,i,j),JI, ... ,fi I s,B) 
E~=O Pr (A(m, i,j), !I, ... , fi I s, 0) 

rk( i,j) 

rk(i,j) = Pr(A(k,i,j),JI, ... ,fi I s,B) 

2 

A(·, i,j) = U A(k, i,j). 
k=O 

Claim: The following recursion computes rk(i,j) for all well defined arc sets. 

1. start-point arc sets 

r2(0, -1) 
r2(i, -1) 

r1(0,0) 

r 1(i,O) 

1-7 

(1- 7)r2(i- 1, -1), i = 1, ... , ns- 1 

T 

7T2(i-1,-1), i=1, ... ,n8 

2. interior arc sets 

2 

(1- ..\)(1- J.L)7rR(-Isi) 2.:::: rm(i- 1,j), i = 1, ... , ns, j = 0, ... , nf 

2 

(1- ..\)(1- J.L)7rR(Jilsi) L rm(i- 1,j- 1), i = 1, ... , n8 , j = L ... , nf 
m=O 

2 

ro(i,j) ..\(1- J.L)7rr(fi) L rm(i,j- 1), i = 1, ... , ns- 1, j = 1, ... , n1 
m=O 

2_ 

A?rr(fi) L rm(ns- 1,j- 1), j = 1, ... , n1 
m=O 
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3. terminal arc sets 

2 

f.L~1m(i-1,nj), i=1, ... ,ns 
m=O 

2 

(1- -\) ~ rm(ns, n1) 
m=O 

r 1(1, n1 + 1) r 2(2, n1 + 1) 

r2(i, n1 + 1) r1 ( i - 1, n 1 + 1) + r2 ( i - 1, n 1 + 1), i = 3, ... , n + 1 

Proof: We will work out the case of r 1(i,j) for interior arcs. Other cases are 
proved similarly. All probabilities are conditional on B which is suppressed in 
the notation here. 

Pr(A(1,i,j),jl,···,fi Is) 

2 

~ Pr (A(m, i -1,j- 1), A(1, i,j), Jr, ... , ]j I s) 
m=O 

by law of total probability 
2 

~ Pr(A(m,i-1,j-1),Jr, ... ,fi_1 1 s) 
m=O 

xPr(A(l,i,j),]j I A(m,i-1,j-1),Jl, ... ,Jj-l,s) 
by definition of conditional probability 

2 

~ rm(i -1,j -1)Pr(A(1,i,j),Ji I A(m,i -1,j -1),s) 
m=O 

by definition of rk(i,j) and a conditional independence assumption 
2 

~ rm(i- 1,j- 1)Pr (Ji I A(1, i,j), A(m, i- 1,j- 1), s) 
m=O 

x Pr (A(1, i,j) I A(m, i- 1,j- 1), s) 
by a conditional independence assumption 

2 

~rm(i-1,j-1)Pr(fj I A(L,i,j),s)Pr(A(1,i,J) I A(m,i-1,j-1),s) 
m=O 

2 

7rR(Jils;)(1- -\)(1- J.L) ~ rm(i- 1,j- 1). 
m=O 

3.4.3 Traceback 

We can express the likelihood of an alignment as 

1 

Pr(a I f,s,B) = ITPr(at I at+l, ... ,an,f,s,B) 
t=n 
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1 

IIPr(A(at,it,jt) I A(·,it,jt),f,s,O) 
t=n 

1 

II qat (it, jt) 
t=n 

where n is the length of the alignment. The second equality follows from a condi
tional independence assumption. Given that v(it,jt) is visit€d by the alignment · 
path, at is independent of the of the particular path at+l, ... , an that extends 
from v(it,jt)· 

Once the forward pass algorithm is complete and the quantities qk(i,j) have 
been computed for each arc set, we can resample alignment paths. The traceback 
algorithm begins at the terminal node ( n+ 1, n f + 1) and continues until the start 
node (-1,-1) is reached. From the node (i,j), we choose an arc set A(k,i,j) 
at random (among the non-null arc sets available) with probability qk(i,j). If 
k = 0 then the traceback moves to node (i,j- 1). If k = 1 it moves to node 
(i- 1,j- 1) and if k = 2 it moves to node (i- l.j). The probability that any 
particular path a. is generated is 

1 

Pr(aJ f,s,B) =II qkt(it.jt) 
t=n 

where kt, it and it are defined by the arcs in the sampled alignment path. 

3.5 An Example 

A small simulated example is described to illustrate the algorithm of section 
3.1.4. See figure 6 for details. 

The observed data are a set of ten fragment sequences, 

f1 CCNTAT 
f2 ACCCC 
f3 TATCC 
f4 GATAAAT 
fs - TGGA 
f6 TGAA 
f7 GTAAC 
fs CTAAN 
[g ATGT 

flO TGGTA. 

The initial guess at the clone sequence is s<0l = ATCGTGT ATCCCTATGAAT. 
The model parameters are fixed throughout this example at the values used to 
simulate the data that is, we skip algorithm step 2 for the sake of simplicity. 
The state transition probabilities are T =A = fL = 0.1. The rates of incorrectly 
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copied bases are 7rR(ilj) = 0.033 for i E B,j E A, i # j and the deletion rate is 
1rR( -lj) = 0.1. Insertions are equally likely to generate any of the bases in 8. 

A T C G T G G - T A T C C C T - A - T G A A T 

T G G A 

CCNT-A-T 
A C C C C 

TAT-CC 
GA-TAAAT 

TGAA 
G-TAAC 

CTAAN 
A T - G T 

TGG-TA 

AT-GTGGATAACCCTGA-TAAAT 

ATGTGGAT-AAC-CCTGATAAAT 

C-CNT-AT 
A CCC C 

T-ATC-C 
GATAAAT 

T G G A 

A T G T 

T G A 11 
GT-AAC 

T G G - T - A 

CT-A-AN 

ATGTGGGT-AAC-CCT-ATAAAT 

Figure 6: A small example of the ibbs ch · ~·· From top to bottom we see: 
(i) the initial clone sequence s!0> sho~ with its /(I) · e assembly below it, (ii) 
an assembled fragments matri~ A (If witli ragments, (iii) the sampled clone 
sequence s<1>, /(1) as inferred from the first assembly, (iv) the same sequence 
s(1) shown in its correspondence 1<2> with the second assembly (v) a second 
assembled fragmentsmatrix A <1>, and (vi) the sampled clone sequence s<2>, 1<2>. 

The initial assembly is generated (algorithm step 3) by aligning individual 
fragment sequences to the clone sequence s<0l as shown at the top of figure 6 
using the conditional distribution Pr (A, r I F, s, B) given in section 3.4. Be
low the initial assembly in figure 6, the next clone sequence (algorithm step 
1) s<1> = ATGTGGATAACCCTGATAAT is shown in its correspondence 
(f(1) = 11011111111111111011111 ) with the initial assembly. s(ll and f(1) 

are generated from Pr ( s, r I F, A, 0) given in section 3.2. The correspondence 
vector f(l) is discarded and a new alignment of the fragments is generated ( algo
rithm step 3) as shown in the lower portion of figure 6. Another clone sequence 
is generated (algorithm step 1) s<2> = ATGTGGGTAACCCTATAAAT and so 
on. 

4 Extensions of the Copying Model 

In this section, we discuss some of the experimental realities of sequencing and 
suggest how the HMM model of fragment generation described in section 3 could 
be extended to accomadate these. 
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4.1 Start-point Issues 

The double-stranded structure of the DNA molecule introduces a complication 
into the assembly stage of a DNA sequencing project. The fragment sequences 
may be obtained as copies from either strand of the clone and it will generally not 
be known which fragments are copies of which strand. To account for this, we 
can extend the copying model of section 3.1 by adding a second hidden :Markov 
chain that runs in the reverse direction along the clone sequence and generates . 
copies of the complementary bases s~, ... , s]_. We use the notation sc to denote 
complementary bases, e.g. Ac = T. The states of the reversed Markov chain 
can be denoted by Bf, R'f, If and Ef. The start point of the copying process 
is modified so that Pr ( B0 ) = Pr ( B0) = 1/2. A fragment is equally likely to be 
generated as a direct or reversed complement copy of the clone. 

The simple copying model implies that startpoints are (approximately) ge
ometrically distributed along the length of the clone. However, a uniform dis
tribution is probably more realistic. Furthermore we may wish to allow for the 
possibility that a fragment does not overlap the clone sequence at all. This will 
be convenient if the fragment sequences are being aligned to several unconnected 
segments of a clone sequence or if some fragments are expected to be ··junk". 
Let the prior probability of no overlap be 8. If we now allow each state B; to 
have its own transition probability T;, we can distribute the mass 1-8 uniformly 
along the clone sequence by setting T; = 8/ ( n.4 - i + 1). 

4.2 Fragment Dependent Errors 

4.2.1 Error rates vary with position 

Because the rate of migration of DNA molecules through a gel is non-linear, 
the ability to resoh·e bases is not constant across the length of a fragment. 
In particular the resolution decreases as the length of the gel read increases, 
resulting in more ambiguous (N s) and less reliable base calls. In some systems 
there can also be resolution problems at the beginning of a gel read. 

Koop et al. (1992) have reported a study of sequencing errors as a function 
of position along the gel on an automated fluorescent sequencer for two types of 
sequencing reactions. The general pattern of errors was found to be similar for 
both reactions and may be largely attributable to the nature of the gel and the 
base calling algorithms. They find that over the first 350 bases of the fragment, 
the error rate was roughly constant at about l %. Beyond this point errors 
increased to about 17% at 500 bases. Deletions are the first type of error to 
increase starting at about base :350. They reach a peak of 3 .. 5% at 400-4.50 
bases and decrease thereafter. The next class of errors to increase (at 3.SQ-.. l:QO 
bases) are replacements and ambiguous base cails. These increase to abou;: 8 to 
lO~l at 500 bases. Insertions are the last type of error to increase. starting at 
about -150 bases. The insertion rate increases to greater than 10ci~ at about .J.S0-
600 bases into the fragment sequence. Few fragments were available beyond .SOO 
bases and these regions were difficult to align. Clearly more empirical studies 
of this type a.re needed to help us understand the error characteristics of raw 
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sequencing data and hence of the finished sequence. 

-R. I -R~ 
I 

cl 
s 

f -R~ 
li+l 

-R. I I 

-E. 
I 

-E. 
I 

Figure i: Hidden Markov models with non-uniform error rates across the bases in 
a fragment. The first model (a) has two interchanging sets of states, (Rs, / 8 ) and 
(Rf, Jf) corresponding to regions with low and high error rates in the fragment. 
The second (b) is a processive model with three sets of states (Rl, Jl ), (R2 , ! 2 ), 

(R3, J3) that correspond to early middle and late bases in the gel run. 

These studies suggest that the uniform error rates model is inadequate to 
describe the process of fragment generation and may be misleading. A base 
determination at 100 bases into a fragment should be treated as being more 
reliable than a base determination at 450 bases into a fragment. Biologists in
volved in sequencing have been aware of this decay accuracy and will take it 
into account when ambiguities are resolved in the process of rechecking or con
structing sequences "by hand". However when faced with the task of large scale 
and fully automated sequence assembly, we will need to develop an appropriate 
weighting scheme. Huang (1992) implemented a two-stage weighting scheme 
into his fragment assembly software. User defined cutoff points at the beginning 
and end of each fragment are used to identify extremal regions where error rates 
may exceed 5%. 

The HMM copying model can be extended to include fragment position ef
fects by allowing the parameters associated with R-states and !-states to depend 
on the fragment position. In a simple case we might allow two types of states 
Rf, If would be "fast" states with high error rates and Rs, Is would be '·slow~' 
states with lower error rates. This model would be easy to implement and may 
be sufficient to solve the problem. Figure 7 illustrates the basic unit of the 
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HMM for this model and also for a three state model in which the states are 
progressive, i.e. start of the fragment, middle of ::he fragment and end of the 
fragment. A more general solution vwuld allow the :nodel pc_:-ameters to depend 
on the fragment position, t. This essentially intrc:ciuces an infinite array of R 
and !-states for every base in the clone with transitions restricted to be from 
t to t + 1 in most cases. Empirical results could be used to develop reasonable 
prior distributions for position dependent error rates At, r.1( · ), and lit( ·I·). The 
number of parameters involved is large and some smoothness constraints will be 
necessary (see the discussion by Roeder). 

4.2.2 Error rates vary between fragments 

Error rates are also known to vary between fragme~ts. Some fragments are very 
reliable across a wide range of bases and others are more error-prone. It may be 
possible to extend the simple model to allow for frc.gment-to-fragment variation 
by including a fragment-specific parameter in a hierarchical model. It may also 
be possible to identify error-prone fragments and simply remove them from the 
assembly. 

Occasionally in the process of fragmenting au: subcloning DNA, two seg
ments from different regions of the clone will be jo:ned together. Such chimeric 
sequences can cause significant problems in assem':Jly. If the assembly is correct 
they may appear to have high error rates in the misaligned portion. If a chimera 
causes the assembly to be incorrect, the whole region around the incorrect join 
may appear error prone. Identification of error pro::e and/ or chimeric sequences 
remains an open problem of significant practical i:nportance. 

4.3 Sequence Dependent Errors 

An assumption throughout this work has been the.: the fragments are indepen
dent realizations of the copying process. However.:, becomes clear when looking 
at assembled sequence fragments, that the same er~ors sometimes tend to occur 
repeatedly at the same points in the clone seque::-~ce. One possible approach 
to this problem may be to allow the error rate pc.rameters to vary with their 
position in the clone. Again a hierarchical model may be most appropriate .. -\n 
approach similar to the multiple sequence alignment methods of Krogh et al. 
(1993) with the use of mixtures priors (Brown etc.:. 1993) to represent different 
error rate classes seems promising here. 

One common source of errors is the miscalling o: :he length of a homopolymer 
run (e.g. TTTTTT). Another source of errors are compression, which may be 
related to sequence-specific structures that fore ::1 the D:'\A as it migrates 
through the gel. Compressions are most comn:-~ ~- in GC :·:ch regions or the 
DNA and cause deletions and/or transpositions i1- ~::-~e fragE:em sequences. The 
same errors \Yill often occur in fragments sequenc"':: in one ·~·:·ientation. but not 
those sequenced in the opposite orientation . .:-Jote :hat our model in section 3 
does not. allow for transposition as a class of errors. nor does it take accoum of 
the strand being copied. Again, these are issues t~_c.t will ha1·e to be addressed 
as part of a practical solution to the DI\ :\ recons;~·.:ction problem. 
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5 Prospects for Coherent Estimation of DNA 
Sequences 

If the goals of the human genome initiative are to be achieved "·ithin the next 
decade and at a reasonable cost, the process of DNA sequencing must become 
a large-scale production effort. New developments in sequencing technology 
are likely to a:r:ise and will facilitate this effort. However the tradeoffs between. 
sequence quality and costs will surely be a factor. It is this author's opinion 
that it may be reasonable to sacrifice fidelity for speed in sequencing, pro\·ided 
that we can develop reliable statistical methods to interpret highly redundant: 
low-fidelity raw data and produce sequences with well-defined and acceptable 
error characteristics. Whatever methods are finally used to obtain large DNA 
sequences, it will be essential to develop reliable estimates of accuracy and to 
report the accuracy of each finished sequence using average and/or base-by-base 
measures. 

The question of acceptable error rates is a matter of some vigorous debate 
among biologists due in part to the increasing cost of more accurate sequences. 
··Acceptable" error rates range from 0.05 per ba:;e to 0.0001 or less per base (for 
example, Hunkapillar et al 1991, States and Botstein 1991. Clark and \:Vhittam 
1993) and depend on the types of analyses for v:hich the sequence is intended. 
We will not enter into this debate. However we cio support the opinion of States 
(1992) that low-accuracy sequences can be a ':aluable resource provided the 
frequency and characteristics of errors are knm,·n. Thus there is a need for 
continued effort on the problem of estimating sequence accuracy, a probler.1 the 
falls within the domain of statistics. 

It is somewhat risky to write a methodology paper about D:\A sequencing 
as the technology is constantly changing. HoweYer we can anticipate that, fD"r at 
least the next several years, methods that produce sequence data as strings of 
contiguous characters, i.e. linear sequencing me~hods, will continue to be used. 
By incremental improvements, such as increasi:1g the length of readable gels, 
the throughput of current technology can be improved se\·eral fold. HoweYer, if 
the goals of the human genome project are to be met within the next decade, it 
is likely that new high-speed technologies will be required. 

As more efficient technologies and sequencir:g "tricks·· are developed. it is 
likely that the shotgun approach to sequencing \'::J be replaced by more directed 
strategies. 'With directed sequencing strategies. assembly is less problematic 
and the the redundancy of sequence determinations can be reduced. Chen et al. 
( 1992) advocate this approach to large-scale seq·.:encing. However. this wii~ not 
eliminate the need for statistical analysis of the e:·:-.)r prope:·ties of D::\A seq~-:>nce 
data. In facL the opposite may be true. .\::: ~::e redt;:·:dancy ,::,{ coYerc.ge is 
reduced it will be necessary to assess the accurc.·~:: of seqt:·~nces b:: relying :·::ore 
rm our prior knmvledge of the error characleri:<cs of t!:-:.- systc::~ used. ?~·ior 

information on a sequence production system c:Jtdd be gathereci by repeated 
sequencing of known standards to establish its bc.s:eliue er:·or characteristics:. :\s 
\\'e discussed above, s.uch an analysis should cor:s:ider both (fragment) po:::ition 
effects and (clone) context effects on errors. 
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Finally we note that in the present work \':e have assumed the data are 
given as base calls on the alphabet {A., C. G, S. T}. In fact recent work on 
the base calling problem (Tibbets et al. 1993. Golden et al. 1993. La\Hence 
and Solovyev 1993) has focussed on the raw date. streams (traces) generated by 
flourescence-based sequencing devices. Tibbets et al (199:3) use neural networks 
and Lawrence and Solovyev use discriminant analysis methods to interpret these 
traces as mixtures of A, C, G, T and (in the work of Lawrence and Solovyev, 
1993) undercall and overcall, thus effectively pro\·iding a probability distribution· 
in place of the standard base calL It appears that direct utilization of traces can 
precisely identify most errors in the raw sequencing data. This approach also 
allows us to circumvent the problem of decay of accuracy along the length of a 
gel run as this decay is directly reflected in the probabilistic base calls. 

Churchill and Waterman (1992) describe an approach to combining proba
bilistic base calls (assuming a fixed alignment) using Bayes· rule. The problem 
of combining probability distributions on sequeD.ce spaces (with the alignment 
assumption) remains unsolved. However extensions of the alignment and con
sensus estimation methods presented here may be obtained. We note the combi
nation of trace data using Bayes' rule may be op:imistic in that actual sequence 
traces are not necessarily independent realizatio::,s. Thus the error bounds may 
be optimistic in regions of high redundancy. Lower bounds on the accuracy 
might be obtained by taking the maximum probability over all traces or by 
combining the two maximal traces in regions where the sequence is obtained in 
both orientations. 

We hope that the need for clear statistical thinking and in particular, Bayesian 
statistical thinking, as an essential component of a large-scale D~A sequenc
ing project has been demonstrated. If statistical methods are to be successfully 
integrated into the sequencing process, they will have to be implemented in user
friendly and flexible software products. Such soft\\'are should allow the scientist 
to assemble fragments, estimate a consensus sequence and assess the quality of 
the results within a unified and largely automated system. Direct inten·ention 
in the process should be possible when needed but the software should not re
quire an expert statistician to run properly. Th::s user input should be limited 
to a few critical parameters that are easily undec·stood. Extensive prior infor
mation could be gathered automatically and accumulated in files without user 
intervention. Such a system should be capable of offering multiple solutions and 
(approximate) assessments of their reliability in :he form of intuitive measures 
such as posterior probabilities. 
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DISCUSSION 

George Casella, Cornell University 

Christian Robert, Cornell University 

1 Introduction 

The article by Professor Churchill provides a wonderful introduction to this 
fascinating subject. We heartily congratulate him. In this discussion we would 
like to examine two points in detail, with the joint goal of assessing the ability 
of the present methodology to produce a usable inferential procedure. First, 
we look in detail at implementing the Markov chain, both in computing the 
necessary distributions and generating the required random variables. Second, 
we outline a procedure for constructing a confidence set for the restored clone 
sequence. We then discuss the feasibility of implementing the algorithms. 

2 Model and Notation 

The Markov Chain model, as given by Churchill in Section 3.1.4, is 

where 

{ s, r}Ul 
()(j) 

AUl 

{ s, f} jF, A U-1), eU-Il 

BjF, { s, f}Ul, A U-l) 

AJF sUl eUl 
' ' 

(1) 

the restored clone sequence together with alignment information; 
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{!1, · · ·, fm} are them fragments; 

the assembly information for the fragments; 

{(r, f-l), (>., 7rr(·)), 7rR(·I·)} are underlying parameters. 

Together, F and A result in an nA x m matrix X = {xij}, the assem
bled fragment set. This is the alignment of the fragments F according to the 
information in A. A few clarifying remarks are in order. 

i) The difference between s and { s, f} is subtle, but important. The clone . 
sequences, of length ns, takes its values in {A, C, G, T}. The sequence { s, f}, 
of length nA, takes its values in {-,A, C, G, T, Ak, k = 2, 3, · · ·} where Ak is 
made of all k-tuples of the {A, C, G, T} alphabet. For example, we may have 

s* = {s,r} = IAICI-IGAITI-1 

of length nA = 6, where GA denotes the insertion of the element A at the 
fourth spot, and the corresponding s is ACGAT of length ns = 5. So { s, f} 
is the clone sequence together with the alignment information, which is what is 
generated, while s is the inferred clone sequence, the object of interest. 

ii) When generating the alignments al_, · · ·, a-:n we, in fact, generate a new 
r for the clone sequence s. Thus, we may write the third step in the Markov 
chain (1) as 

(2) 

We could update the r part of { s, f}U) at this point, or use only the AU) 
from this generation. 

iii) The groupings of parameters in e reflect their purpose: ( T' f-l) govern 
the beginning and ending of the copying process; (,\, 7rr(·)) govern the insertion 
process; and 7rR( ·I·) governs the replacement process. In this discussion we will 
focus on a special case of 1r I and 7rR, but the mechanics of generalization are 
straightforward. \Ve consider the special case 

7r r(.) 

7rR( b1j b2) 

7rR( -jb) 

7rR(bjb) 

1 

4 
ps/4, b1 E B, b2 E A, b1 =/= b2 

PD, bE A 
1 - Ps- pn, bE A. 

This is the case where all insertions are equally likely, as are all substitutions. 
To make these distinctions more clear, the following small example may be 
helpful. 
Example: Suppose we have fragments / 1 = AC, !2 =GAT, h = ACAT. 

• At step i, the generated clone sequence and alignment is 

(3) 
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(Note the C0 element is in A 2 .) The resulting generated clone sequence is 
s = AGCCGT. (The mechanics of mapping { s, f} to s are to delete dashes and 
string out superscripts.) 

• Given s and the three fragments, we generate three alignments al., a2 and 

A G 
A -

C C G T 
c -

A G 
{h,a2} 
C C G T 

GA T 
A G C C G 
A - C - A 

T 
T 
(4) 

These alignments result in {A, f}i, the assembly and alignment information, 
and the assembled fragments matrix Xi, where 

c 
{A, r}i 

(5) 

(The mechanics of {A, f} --+ X are to delete columns that contain only 
dashes.) 

• Given the assembled fragments matrix Xi, we generate a new realization 
of { s, f}. The generation is done on a column by column basis: 

AT C A T 

[
A C-- -] 
- - G A T 
A C - A T 

yielding the new { s, r} = IATICI-IAITI. Note that AT is generated because 
/l = 2. When run to equilibrium, the output from the Gibbs sampler is a sample 
{ s, f}i, i = 1, · · ·, k from the marginal distribution. In the next section we look 
at all of the steps of the chain in detail, and examine exactly how the needed 
densities are calculated and the random variables are generated. 

3 Calculation and Generation of the Chain 

There are three parts to the generation of the Markov Chain in (1), and each 
part presents its own difficulties. We will treat them in order. 

It first will be useful to discuss various groupings of parameters and statis
tics, and the forms of these that are easiest to work with. The collection of 
fragments, F, represent the data (or, in EM algorithm terms, the "incomplete" 
data). A good choice of the "complete" data is X = {F, A}, the assembled 
fragments matrix. With this data, the parameter (clone) vector s* = { s, f} is 
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most straightforward to work with. Thus, we implement the i\hrkov Chain ( 1) 
as 

s*U) 

au) 
AU) 

s*IX(j-1), eU-1l 

BIX(j-1)' s·(i-1) 

A IF, sU)' aU). 

(6) 

Note that in the third step of (6) we only condition on sUl from sx(j) = 
{ s, f}(j), and we actually generate a new r, which is discarded. The assembly 
A(j) is then used to update xU-l) to X(j). In deriving the necessary posterior 
distributions we will work with the complete data likelihoods expressed in terms 
of X, as given by Churchill in Section 3.2. This strategy is easier to implement 
than working with the likelihoods based on F. 

3.1 The { s, r} distribution 

Recalling that X = {F,A}, the desired distribution for the first part of the 
Markov chain in (1) is {s,f}l x,e. The matrix X ism X nA., and the \'eCtor 
{s,r} is 1xnA. An element of {s,f}, say {s,f};, takes its values in {-UA;;. ~· = 
1, 2, ···}and we will write either { s, f}; = -or { s, f}i = b x bk_ 1 . It is important 
to separate the first element in the k-tuple, as this is the only base for which 
the corresponding Xij imparts any information. Now, using the specification 
of the prior and sampling distribution given by Churchill in Section 3.2. and 
using the fact that the columns of X are assumed independent, straightforward 
calculation yields the posterior distribution 

where Xi = ith column of X, O;(b) = 2:::~ 1 I(x;j = b) and Ti = oi(.{l + 
O;(C) + oi(G) + oi(T). The normalizing constant is simple to compute. being 
a sum of the geometric series, hence available in closed form. Finally, the full 
posterior of { s, r} is, by independence, 

nA 

p ( { s, r} IX, 8) = II p ( {.s. f}iixj. 0! . I) 
i=l 

Generation of { s, f}i is, perhaps, most easily accomplished by first geu,:·at

ing f; (the "depth" of the element { s, f}; ), and then generating {.=>. f};l L. We 
do this using, from (6), 
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( 1 )T; ( ')m-T· ex 4" >. 1 - A ' l]o 

'7) k-1 

ex (1 -7]o) (1 -7]1 ) 4k 

(
1 ) m-o;(b) 

X I: (1- Ps- PD)o;(b) 3Ps + PD 
bE{A,G,G,T} 

and 

o·(b) (1 )m-o;(b) 1 
p ({s, r}.- = b X bk-I!r.- = k, xl·, B) ex (1- Ps- PD) ' -ps + PD -. . 3 4k-1 . 

Thus, C is generated using a geometric distribution. and then { s, f}; is a 
straightforward discrete generation. The necessary normalizing constants can 
also be easily calculated. 

3.2 The Distribution of () 

The parameter vector e = {( T, J.L ), >., (ps, PD)} plays no role in the ultimate infer
ence on s; but provides an essential intermediate step in the model. Fortunately, 
calculation of the posterior distribution and generation of random variables is 
straightforward. We again start from the likelihood in terms of X, given by 
Churchill in Section 3.2. Recalling that {s,r} = s* and {F,A} =X, the poste
rior distribution of e in (1) is 

11"( BIF, { s, r}, A) = 11"( BIX, s*) ex P(Xis*, O)P( s~ 10)11"( e) (8) 

and, since the elements of X are independent given s·. we can write 

nA m 

11"( BIX, s'") ex IT IT P ( Xij lsi, 0) P ( si !B) r.(O). 
i=l j=l 

Using the distributions given by Churchill in Section :3.2: and defining 

\Ve have 

liT( B) 
lV· 

I 

{ 1 if Xij = u and s'[ = v 
0 otherwise, 

number of c/Js in Xij before copying be_gins. 

number of ¢s in ~Dij after copying ends. 

(9) 

7r(OIX, s*) :x [(1 - A)7Jo]L•J 6;j(-.-) IT [PD(l -7]o)(1 - 'll )7]~-11 L.J .5,;(-.bk) 

k=I . 
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(10) 

Although the products in (10) are infinite products, in practice they contain 
only nA terms. This is because if s£ has depth d, then 8(u, v) is zero unless v 
also has depth d. If we then take 1r( B) to be a product of a Dirichlet distribution 
on ps and pn, and independent beta distributions on A, T, f.l, TJo and ry1 , the 
posterior distribution is again a product of a Dirichlet and independent beta 
distributions. Note that our O;j(-, ·)notation is a more explicit form of Churchill's 
notation in Section 3.4. The O;j notation involves X and s*, while the tab notation 
involves X and s. Of course, we could have written 7i(B!X, s*) in terms of 
different component distributions, in particular using the likelihood on F given 
by Churchill in Section 3.1.3. This would lead to 

1r(B!F, {s,f},A) ex: P(F,O:!s,B)P(s,B) = P(F!O:,s,B)P(O:!s,B)P(s!B)7r(B) 

where we have used the fact that {F, 0:} = {F, A, f} However, this form of 
the posterior distribution seems much more difficult to work with. In particular, 
the distribution P(s!B) is quite involved. 

3.3 The Alignment Distribution 

The third part of the Markov chain (1), the distribution of A, poses the most 
difficulties in implementation. Although we do not have a simple expression for 
the distribution of A!F, s, B, we can describe an algorithm for the generation of A. 
Fortunately, this is all that we need. Using the independence of the fragments, 
the assembly is generated on a row x row basis, with row i only dependent on 
fragment j;. For a given j;, we must generate an alignment a;, a row vector 
of ncxi elements, with each element taking values in {0, 1, 2}, as described by 
Churchill in Section 3.1.2. Taken together, we get a row vector {j;, 5:;}, of 
length ncxi, where the component 0:; describes the alignment of fragment j; with 
the clone sequences (as shown in (4)). :\ote that each vector {j;,a";} may have 
different lengths. The m vectors {f;, 5:;}. i = L · · · , m are then aligned together 
to form {A,f} (see (5)), where gaps are inserted in each {f;,O:i} to correspond 
to gaps in s generated from {!j, aj}, j -:j; i. Finally, the assembled fragments 
matrix X is obtained by deleting from {A, [} all columns that contain only 
gaps. Therefore, the generation of X, the desired variable, follows directly from 
generation of each vector 5:;. To generate 0:;, we use the algorithm described in 
detail by Churchill in Sections 3.3.2 and :3.3.3. 
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4 Inference About the Clone Sequence 

Once a sample of clone sequences s{l), · · · , s(k) has been obtained from the Gibbs 
sampler, we can then combine this information into a composite "confidence" 
clone sequence. This would actually be a confidence set (or, more precisely, a 
Bayesian credible set) on the true sequence. Of course, it would be desirable 
to construct such a confidence set in an optimal manner, but it is not clear 
to us what the optimality criterion should be, or if an optimal construction is · 
even feasible. We therefore content ourselves with presenting a method that 
leads to a usable confidence set, but almost certainly not an optimal set. We 
also point out some strategies for optimization. First, from the sample sCI), · • · , 
s(k), identify the sequence sM (the "modal" sequence) with the highest posterior 
probability, 

P(sMIF) = mitxP(s(i)IF). 
t 

Next, for a chosen distance function d, calculate di = distance between s(i) 

and sM. Assume, without loss of generality, that d1 ::; d2 ::; · · · ::; dk-l· Then 
find the smallest value of k* such that, for a specified confidence value 1-a, 

p ( {sM, s<1>, ... , s<k"l}IF) 2:: 1- a 

and take s0 = { sM, sCI>, ... , s<k">} as a 1-a confidence set. The set s0 can 
be written as a clone sequence with some ambiguous characters. For example, 
we might have a sequence s0 of length 8 given by 

s0 = AI * I * IGICIC or Tl * IT! 

for a 95% confidence set. It is hoped that the elements of s0 will be less 
ambiguous where fragment alignment is unequivocal, and more ambiguous near 
the ends of the clone, where fragment alignment is more problematic. The prob
ability calculations required to implement the algorithm are all straightforward, 
and follow directly from the Gibbs sampler. For each sequence sCi) we have 

1 k . 
~ k l:::P (s<'>IF,A,rj,ei) 

j=l 

.!:_ t P ({s<il,ri}IF,Ahei) 

k i=l P (ri!F, Aj, Bi) 

.!:_ t P ({s(i>,riJIXi,ei) 

k i=l P (ri!Xi, Oi) 

where Xi is the j-th assembled fragments matrix. The probabilities can 
now be calculated from the formulas in Section 3.1. The distance measure d can 
take many forms, but an optimal form is not known. For example, it might be 
reasonable to define the distance between sCi) and sCi> to be the number of non
matching bases. (A minor complication is caused by the fact that the alignment 
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of s(il and s(j) is not well defined. This can be accommodated by calculating a 
minimum or maximum distance.) Other choices for the distance function can 
be based on a. probabilistic weighting (giving higher weight to bases with higher 
probability) or methods based on the scoring schemes of Earlin et a.l. (1990). 

5 Practical Aspects of Implementing the Chain 

Each of the three steps of the Markov chain results in a straightforward al
gorithm for generating random variables from a posterior distribution. Thus, 
the Markov chain can be run to its stable distribution, and a sample of clone 
sequences s(l), · · ·, s(k) from 1r(sj F) can be drawn. However, moving from theo
retical calculations to practical implementation can often be extremely difficult, 
especially when a problem is of the magnitude of this one. We now address some 
of these difficulties. 

5.1 Assessing the Computation Time 

The first difficulty is the massive amount of computing that is necessary to 
run the Markov chain. This computing roadblock is quite impressive at this 
time, making the above Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCTvfC) algorithm formally 
available but, in practice, impossible to implement. 

To make this point clearer, consider a. sequence of 10.000 bases and 1. 000 
extracted fragments of average length 100 bases, sizes that would occur in prac
tice. For each fragment, the computation of the probability matrix of §3.3 is of 
a.n order of 3 x 100 x 1, 000 = 3 x 105 . The simulation of A requires computations 
of the order of 3 x 108 (unless a faster method for simulating the alignment \·ec
tors, o;, is discovered). Compared with this impressive amount of computation, 
the simulations of { s, r} and of e take a negligible amount of computation time. 
This implies that a. single step of the Gibbs sampler requires 3 x 108 units of ba
sic CPC time. If 3 x 108 is quite a. manageable amount of operations for tociay's 
computers, in particular in parallel setups with each fragment being run sepa
rately, we must also take into account the fact that the Gibbs sampler requires 
a ver_y large number of iterations to be efficient in this particular setup. In fact, 
although the sequenceS takes values on a. finite state space, {A, C, G, T}9. the 
ca.rdinali ty of the state space is properly appalling since it reaches 49 :::: 1 06 ·000 

when g = 10, 000. Obviously, there is no need to visit each element of the state 
space in order to achieve convergence of the Gibbs sampler but the complexity of 
the structure may require a. very long computing time for convergence to occur, 
a.s well as a. very careful monitoring to avoid fake convergence on subsets oi the 
state space as they often appear in complex discrete settings (see below). 

The finiteness of the state space guarantees proper con\·ergence of the c:~)bs 
sampler and most iviC.\IC methods. Cnder modification of the algorithn~ 'l) 
into 

{s,f}(jJ.A(jJ 

eUJ 

{ s, r}, A\F. eu-!J 
O!F, {s, r}Ul. A.Cil 

ill) 
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the finiteness actually ensures geometric convergence of the- Markov chain 
of the ( { s, f}, A)'s (Tierney, 1991) and thus of the chain (B(j)) (Robert, 1993; 
Diebolt and Robert, 1993, 1994). But this theoretical reassurance is worth very 
little in practice since it does not give any hint at the actual speed of the al
gorithm. In fact, similar setups with huge finite state spaces, like those of the 
Ising model examined in Gelman and Rubin (1992), have pointed out the diffi- · 
culty of attaining stationarity, as well as the dependency on startup conditions. 
So the theoretical picture associated with the Gibbs sampler in this setting is · 
quite clear: since we can simulate any value of the sequence s from any previous 
value, the Markov chain sU) produced by the Gibbs sampler is irreducible and 
aperiodic, and therefore recurrent and ergodic. There exists a single station
ary distribution, the true posterior distribution of s, and convergence to this 
distribution is geometric and even cp-mixing. However, the practical behavior 
of the Gibbs sampler in such setups is pretty much unknown. For one thing, 
the (conditional) probabilities of mo~t states of the sequence must be negligible, 
but the width of the state space is such that the significant values cannot be 
identified easily and, more importantly, that it will usually require a consider
able number of iterations to move from one mode of the posterior distribution 
to another, i.e., to explore thoroughly the posterior surface. It is then quite 
likely that "apparent stabilization" phenomena, as those exhibited in Gelman 
and Rubin (1992), can occur. 

The assembly line inertia, that is, the propensity for the chain to remain in 
a nearby state, is also likely to be quite high under the Gibbs sampler perturba
tions. Consider the case of a single fragment fi being misplaced. The number 
of iterations required for the actual position of ]i to occur can be quite high if 
the present location of ]i has an influential effect on the corresponding sequence, 
i.e., if the present position of ]i is then much more probable under the simulated 
s than its true position. This difficulty is obviously magnified by the number of 
possible starting values for a given fragment, roughly (29)1!1 if the sequence is 
of length 9, and, evidently, by the number of fragments. We are again facing 
huge numbers, of the order 10400 • It could be interesting to make use of the 
present deterministic techniques of sequencing to derive a starting point for the 
algorithm or, on the contrary, to see how many iterations of the Gibbs sampler 
are required to see this sequence (or a close modification) appear. Starting with 
existing techniques makes the Gibbs sampler appear as another type of simu
lated annealing, i.e. of a technique where deterministic solutions are randomly 
perturbed to see whether more interesting solutions exist in their neighborhood. 

5.2 Alternative Algorithms 

As noted above, more advanced convergence results can be established for the 
modification ( 11) of the algorithm. The direct simulation of { s, f}: A can be 
based on the marginal 

r.( { s, r} IF, B) ex r.( { s, r} IF. A., B) 
r. (A 1 F, e, { s. r}) 

(12) 

and on the conditional distribution 1f(AIF,B.{s,f}). :\Tote that. although 
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the ratio involves A, the density (12) is independent of A. 
However, a more general computing alternative to the algorithm proposed 

by Churchill is to call for another MCMC device. Although Gibbs sampling is of
ten the most natural and the simplest choice of MCMC algorithm in a Bayesian 
setup -and it certainly is in this case-, Gibbs sampling can suffer from slow 
convergence properties in complex settings due to difficulty in escaping local 
modes of the posterior distribution. More "energetic" perturbations, like those 
induced by the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm (see Tierney, 1991), may be more· 
appropriate. In fact, while exploring more thoroughly the parameter space, this 
algorithm simultaneously reduces the computing time required for each iteration. 
The distribution from which the fragments are simulated (the "working" distri
bution) may be selected for both ease of simulation and analytical tractability. 
In such cases the computation time can be cut down considerably. For example, 
for a fragment J, while the simulation time is of order IJI, computing the prob
ability weight involved in the Metropolis acceptance step is also of that order 
since we only need to follow the path corresponding to f in the matrix of Figure 
4. The Metropolis scheme can also be implemented in the case of the modifica
tion (12) since { s, r} can be simulated according to a manageable distribution 
based on the previous value {s,r}U-1>, g({s,f}l{s,r}U-1>), and the simulated 
value accepted as { s, r}(j) with probability 

= 1r( { s, r} IF, A (j), 0)1r(A u> IF, o, { s, r}Ci-1>) 9( { s, r}U-1> 1 { s, r}) A 1 
e 1r( { s, r}U-1> IF, AU>, 0)1r( AU> IF, o, { s, r}) 9( { s, r} I{ s, r}Ci-1)) · 

Again, note that the ratio (! is actually independent of A (i) despite the 
notation. 

Along with this saving by a factor 103 and the apparent simplicity of the 
Metropolis algorithm, there are also disadvantages to the Metropolis approach. 
Although replacement of a "true" simulation step in a Gibbs algorithm by a 
Metropolis approximation retains the same convergence properties as the orig
inal chain, the chain generated by the Metropolis algorithm can remain at a 
certain spot for very long time if the Metropolis weights are too small to in
duce a change. However, this criticism applies to every implementation of this 
algorithm. 

In practice, the Metropolis algorithm is often less likely to get stuck than 
a regular Gibbs sampler because of the larger scale of random perturbations it 
involves. For Churchill's setting of DNA sequences, we can even suggest some 
approaches to the implementation of the Metropolis approximation. In fact, 
the working distribution can be chosen as a random walk perturbation of the 
previous alignment of each fragment. The parameters of this random walk have 
to be chosen with care since, if they induce too small a variation in the chain, 
potential trapping states may appear for the simulated chain (although they 
are impossible theoretically). Alternatively, if the corresponding variance is too 
large, the chain will be too perturbed to achieve any visible stationarity. We 
therefore suggest a preliminary tuning of these parameters in the first (1,000? 
10,000?) iterations of the algorithm in order to achieve a range of rejection be
tween 30% and 70% as in Muller (1992) or Besag and Mengersen (1993). Once 
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this stable mode of perturbation is reached, the Metropolis algorithm can then 
be modified into an hybrid Metropolis algorithm, with two different magnitudes 
of perturbation. In fact, as the algorithm approaches the mode of the poste
rior distribution, large variations between simulations actually slow convergence. 
Therefore, we suggest the use of occasional shake-ups in the simulation, with 
intermediate moderate perturbations, in order to preserve global modes but also 
to ensure a 'uniform' coverage of the parameter space. 

5.3 The Number of Paths 

A last, somewhat more technical, remark. Gary Churchill inquired during his 
talk about the number of paths through a p by n matrix when the only possible 
moves from (i,j) are to (i,j + 1), (i + 1,j) and (i + 1,j + 1). This number is 
actually 

n/\p (n + p - k) (n + p - 2k) n/\p ( n + p - k) 1 t; . k · p - k = t; k! (p - k)! ( n - k)! ' 
(13) 

where n 1\ p is the minimum of n and p. To see that (13) actually holds, 
consider that a walk in the matrix according to the above rule is a sequence of 
'r' (for right), 'a' (for across) and 'd' (for down), depending on \Yhether it goes 
from (i,j) to (i,j + 1), (i + 1,j) or (i + 1,j + 1). If R denotes the number of 
'r', D the number of 'd' and A the number of 'a', the constraints on A, D and 
Rare 

o:s;A:s;nl\p, o:s;D::;p, OSRSn, 

while A + D = p and R + A = n. This implies that 0 S A :=; n 1\ p and 
that R and D are determined by A. For a given k, if A = k. the number 
of terms in the sequence is then k + (p- k) + (n- k) = p + n- k and the 

number of different allocations of the 'A' steps is (P+~-k) and, in the remaining 
(p + n - k) - k = p + n - 2k spots, the number of different allocations of the 
'R' is (p:n_-kzk). The total number of paths is then indeed 

(n+p-k)! 
k!(p- k)!(n- k)! 

for a given k. 

6 Conclusions 

As a coincidence, a paper appeared in Science the very week of tl:e conference, 
by Lawrence et al., which is very closely related to Churchill's paper. and lays the 
first steps of an actual implementation of Gibbs in D:\A recognition. \Ve want 
to mention the results contained in this paper since (a) it has been published 
in a Biology journal, not commonly read by statisticians. a.nd (b.J it somewhat 
moderates the above conclusion about the practicality of Churchill's results. 
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Lawrence et al. (1993) deal with protein, rather than DNA. recognn10n, 
with the main difference being that the state space for a single point of the 
sequence is now of size 20 instead of being restricted to -1 points. In contrast 
to Churchill's analysis, Lawrence et al. are concerned with multiple alignment 
(alignment of several sequences) between different species. rather than recon
struction of a single sequence from fragments. The reason for this study is to 
exhibit a common protein structure, as long as possible, and allowing for a cer
tain amount of discrepancy between different species. This search for common · 
patterns is supported by an evolutionary theory of common ancestry (which we 
cannot describe here). The important point is that the different sequences to be 
compared are assumed to be already perfectly known. In the alignment to be 
realized, the differences are thus explained by evolution and specificity of each 
species, not by chance errors in reading. 

Using first a fixed size N for the almost common sequence of proteins, 
Lawrence et al. propose a 'Gibbs-like' algorithm which is linear in the number 
of sequences and inN. Their algorithm is actually closer to a stochastic pertur
bation of the EM algorithm, the SEM algorithm (Celeux and Diebolt, 1986: Wei 
and Tanner, 1990; Qian and Titterington. 1991: Robert. l:J92), than to exact 
Gibbs sampling. To be more precise, the authors do not simulate from the condi
tional posterior distribution of the parameters but rather take the corresponding 
expectations as current values for the next simulations of the alignment. Their 
generation of an alignment is not exact either, as they replace the conditional 
posterior probability of a given alignment by its odds ratio. But their approach 
could be directly translated into a true Gibbs algorithm, \\'ith the addition of a 
distribution on the length of the common sequence. 

However, in contrast to Churchill's algorithm. this algorithm works linearly 
because the authors do not allow for gaps or insertions, but only for differences 
in the protein sequences. The matrix of §3.3 can then be read linearly and 
forward so the computation times become quite reasonable. For example, for 20 
sequences of length varying from 20 to .j12, conwrgence \\·c.s attained in 1000 
to 3000 iterations, (except in some cases where a suboptimal trapping state was 
reached). 

It is thus very exciting to see variants of Gibbs sampling already imple
mented in practice for DNA identification. Among other things, this shows 
an increasing awareness of the need for more elaborate alignment methods. In 
addition, it may be possible to use such an approach in the warm-up steps of 
Churchill's algorithm, by deriving an alignment v:here insertions and deletions 
would be first omitted. ~.fore accurate rviC'viC algorithms could thus start from 
this crude alignment. which could provide a better starting point and hence lead 
to convergence in a reasonable time. 

Finally, our overall conclusion is extremely po~itiw. The model proposec:i b~ .. 
Churchill results in an implementable l\larkov chc.in whose •::>utput can be U='ed 
to provide a \'alid inference about the clone seque:-;ce. incLding an assessn~ent 
of confidence. IVloreover. there is great flexibility in the underlying parameter 
structure which allows the model to better reflect the real process. The only 
drawback, if it can even be considered so. is complexity. tsing data of realistic 
size. there are too many calculations necessary to expect usable output in our 
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lifetimes. However, this "drawback" is a red herring for two reasons. One, with 
computing speed increasing every day, this algorithm soon may be computable. 
But second, and more important, this algorithm and model represents a ::gold 
standard". Vve now need to develop approximations and faster random variable 
generations that can be tested against the gold standard in small data sets, and 
are computationally feasible in realistic data sets. 
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DISCUSSION 

Kathryn Roeder. Carnegie Mellon University 

1 Introduction 

I would like to congratulate Professor Churchill for presenting an excellent intro
duction to the physical mapping problem and providing a promising Bayesian 
model for DNA sequence alignment. Research on this problem, which is in
herently statistical, has been dominated by computer scientists and mathemati
cians. Although these researchers have developed useful algorithms for sequence 
reconstruction, they have largely ignored the issue of errors in alignment . .\lost 
molecular biologists recognize that errors are present in the alignments, but 
they have never quantified the amount. None of the alignment techniques cur
rently in use indicate the uncertainty of alignment, by position. Furthermore, 
equally plausible alignments are seldom examined. Thus the problem is ripe for 
statistical treatment. Nevertheless, a careful study of the proposed Bayesian 
method will reveal that the problem is too complex to be solved without major 
modification of the usual Bayesian Markov sampling techniques. Clearly this is 
a challenging and important problem that deserves further attention from the 
statistical community. 

During the conference, a number of persons asked a vexing question: "Why 
do we want to read the DNA sequence anyway?" In fact. this is a question 
asked by some well-known geneticists also. A vocal minority think that this 
project, like many other big science projects, is a misguided effort. They argue 
that knowing the DNA code will not add to our understanding and treatment 
of genetic diseases or answer other basic genetic questions. This argument, 
however, is being challenged almost daily by creative geneticists who use this 
kind of detailed information to treat human diseases, answer riddles of e\·olution, 
and the like. 

Other scientists object to physically mapping the genome on the basis that 
there are smarter ways to read the genetic code than the ··Humptydumpty" 
method explained in this article. The competing school of thought SU!)ports a 
targeted approach known as genetic mapping (as opposed to pi1~·sicaliT!apping). 
With genetic mapping, key areas of the genome are identified as likely to be 
associated with certain functions, for example, coding for an er1zyme. Gi\·en this 
alleged association, a targeted effort is made to decode this particular stretch of 
DNA. This is the school of thought to which I personally subscribe. 

Nevertheless. reading the complete genome is the final goal of t.he human 
genome initiative. !vforeover, regardless of the approach taken. eventually one 
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must reconstruct the sequence in relatively small blocks of the genome. Once a 
region of the genome is targeted as being the likely location of a disease gene, 
it is particularly important that the sequence be reconstructed with no errors 
because some diseases are characterized by a single error in the sequence. Given 
that the problem of sequence alignment has a wide level of intellectual i and 
monetary) support, it behooves the statistical community to contribute to the 
effort where possible. 

2 Errors in the fragments 

The molecular technique by which a sequence is read, which was pioneered by 
Sanger et. al. (1977), is described by Churchill in Section 1.2.2. Briefly: this 
technique involves cutting up identical copies of the DNA sequence at specific 
positions in the sequence, each cut site being the location of the same nucleotide 
(or one of the four bases). Because the cut sites occur after the specified nu
cleotide, larger DNA fragments result for later positions in the sequence. The 
fragments are subsequently separated and the bases "read" by gel electrophore
sis. Large molecules travel short distances and small molecules travel longer 
distances on an electrophoretic gel. Those of us lucky enough to see an actual 
gel at the conference can easily imagine that those bases on the "bottom:: of the 
gel will be read with greater error than those on the "top" of the gel. The reason 
for this differential error rate is simple to understand though. Large molecules 
do not separate out on the gel as well as shorter molecules, and hence there is 
a great deal of error involved in reading the bases associated with these large 
molecules. 

My objective is to quantify the error rate by position. This discussion deals 
only with Churchill's I and R states. The process is in the I state when an 
extra base is read; the observation is called an insertion. The process is in the 
R state when a base that exists in the true sequence is read; if this base is 
read incorrectly, this is called a misread. Given that the process is prodt:.cing 
an output, errors can be classified into two basic categories: insertions and 
misreads. Misreads can be further classified as mismatches (read a instead of 
b), ambiguous (unreadable base) and deletions (a gap in the output). It is 
natural and correct to infer that there is some ambiguity between deletions 
and insertions. When only two fragments are available from which a consensus 
sequence is to be inferred, it is impossible to ascertain whether one sequence has 
an insertion or the other has a deletion. Generally, more than two sequences 
are available from which a consensus can be determined; hence it is possib1e to 
make a good guess as to whether the gap is due to an insertion in one or :::ore 
fragments or a deletion in one or more fragments. 

The data made available to me consist of a compilation of errors by po:;i:~on 
inferred from approximately 20 assembiies. An assembly was constructed ::-om 
a set of fragments that are assumed to be measurements of the same stretch of 
DNA (see Churchill's Figure 5). These fragments were aligned using a standard 
sequence alignment algorithm (see Waterman [1984] for an oven·iew of aYail
able algorithms). First, regions of high similarity a.re selected using a has!:ing 
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method. Next, pairs of fragments are aligned using a dynamic programming 
algorithm that gives a positive score for matching bases. and a negative score 
for mismatches and gaps. This algorithm yields an align:went between a pair 
of fragments with order n log n calculations. The result is not necessarily e\·en 
the alignment that maximizes the score: however. because the alignment can 
be calculated in real time, it is popular. To align multiple fragments~ the same 
procedure is repeated. The next sequence is aligned to the consensus of the pre
vious pair of sequences and so on with some modifications to remove the effect 
of the order of the procedure. 

Once the fragments are aligned, an overall consensus is determined based 
on majority rule. For example1 in the first position of the fifth block of data 
presented in Churchill's Figure 5, the consensus is clearly .-\ since we observed 
AAAAT in that column. Further along that block a deletion appears (the 
column reads AA- AA) and then four positions later an insertion occurs (- -
A - - ). When the aligned fragments are only one deep. no errors can be 
detected. When the aligned fragments are only two deep. a gap in one of the 
two fragments is somewhat arbitrarily classified as a deletion rather than an 
insertion. In the portions of the assembly for which the c.iigned fragments are 
6 or more deep, the consensus declaration does not depenC. on many judgment 
calls. Although there is little doubt that some portions of the assemblies are 
incorrect, I will treat the consensus obtained in this way as the true sequence 
from which the error rate, by position, can be estimated 

Table 1 illustrates the combined information on error rates at position 600. 
This information is assimilated from the available assemblies. The data are or
ganized by the position on the fragment as it is read, no~ the position of the 
consensus. Each of the fragments that yield output at position 600 is compared 
to its respective consensus sequence to determine if an error occurred. At po
sition 600, 188 fragments were observed of which 182 corresponded to proper 
base declarations ({A 1 C,G,T}, 1st 4 rows of Table 1). Of these 182 observa
tions, :3 were mismatches (off-diagonals in 1st 4 columns,. 3 ·were ambiguous 
(5th column, first 4 rows), and 17 were deletions (6th colurr:rr, first-± rows). The 
overall probability of a misread is then estimated as 23/182 at position 600 .. -\n 
insertion has occurred if the consensus is '-' when the fragment registers a base 
of some kind ( {A, C, G, T, N} ). At position 600, the probability of insertion is 
estimated at 3/168 (6th row. first 5 columns). 

l iragment i; I H consensus A c G T \ ! to~ c.: 
.-\ ! -1.5 0 0 u -l ! .so 
c I 0 ·: 1 0 0 ·1 :3 I 3~ ·.}-= - I 

G ! 0 u '):: l 5 ' -~ ~ ·J·J 

T I 0 CJ -!.5 c~ j i .].!_ I 

\ I 0 ;) 0 0 1: 0 0 
- ; 0 .) 0 0 :3 l 6 

total I -!-5 .) I :3<3 -!6 ~0 l~~ 

Table 1: Cross tabulation of observed bases in :~a~ments. ~·\· conse::sus. at 
position 600. Data were obtaineci from the com::;:iation u' c.~oroxJ::-,c.:eiY :20 
assemblies. obtaineci from Churchil:. . . . . 
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If the error rate depends smoothly on position, one can use a nonparametric 
regression technique to estimate error rate by position. For these data, a natural 
choice is Loess (Cleveland 1979). Let Yk and nk denote the number of errors and 
the sample size at position k. A local quadratic regression of Pk = ~on k, using 
a span of 1/4 and weight equal to nk, provides a good fit to the data. Figure 
la illustrates the mismatch and insertion probability (times 100) estimated in 
this way. Just as postulated, the error rates are quite low for positions early in 
the sequence (short fragments), but increase dramatically by position. Figure· 
1b illustrates another interesting feature of the data. Very few of the fragments 
are long enough to be extremely error prone. 

Figure 2 compares the four types of errors by position. Notice that although 
insertions increase earlier in the sequence (k ~ 375), it is deletions that domi
nate, rising up to a level of 25%. This analysis corresponds well with a similar 
analysis of assembly data conducted by Koop et al. (1993), except that they 
obtained a reversal of deletions and insertions. Presumably the curves were 
mislabeled in their analysis.· 

The standard error bands of each estimate are depicted in Figure 3. As one 
would expect from Figure 1b, the variance increases dramatically with position. 
Clearly little information on error rates is available past position TOO. However, 
the error rate must continue to increase beyond that position, and therefore there 
will be little worthwhile information obtained from long fragments. One should 
not be misled by the Loess estimates, which eventually decrease as k increases 
past position 700. Not only is this bias characteristic of Loess estimates, but it 
is inherent in the assemblies as well, because some errors are not detected in the 
sparse portions of the assembly. 

To determine if the curves were over-smoothed, residuals were plotted. Let 
p~ denote the Loess estimate at position k and let Vk = Pi(l - p1)/nk denote ... 
the estimated binomial variance of Pk· The residual at position k is defined 
as Zk = (Pk - p1)j y'Vk. If the Loess estimator is not over-smoothed, then Zk 

should be approximately distributed as a standard normaL Because the residuals 
depicted in Figure 4 show no deviations from the model, one can conclude that 
the choice of smoothing parameter was reasonable. 

Curiously, specific errors are more likely than others. From Figure 5, an 
interesting pattern emerges. Once insertions become common, C and G are in
serted with greater probability than T, A and N. Moreover this insertion rate 
is nearly equal for the two groups ( { C, G} vs. {A, T, N}.) The same pat
tern emerges for mismatches (Figure 6). Of the twelve types of specific mis
matches (Pr(observe alconsensus is b), a =f:. b), four types are more common: 
{CIA, GIA, CIT, GIT}. Again the specific error rates split into two groups with 
nearly equal behavior within a group. The reason for the preponderance of C s 
and Gs is not clear, but there is likely to be a biological explanation for this 
regular pattern of errors. 
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3 Conclusions 

From this analysis of error rates. it is apparent that any method for sequence 
alignment that ignores the fragment position is flawed. Error rates towards the 
end of a sequence are surprisingly large compared to the small error rates early 
on in the sequence. Notably, the deletion rate ranges from less than 1% for 
{,j < k < 4 75 to over 20% for k > 650. Methods that ignore differential error 
rates could be used only when truncated (small) fragments are used, 

A Dirichlet prior could be constructed from these data. For instance, the 
error pr?babilities could be estimated using Loess, with the scale parameter 
equal to the size of the training data set, by position. Such a prior would be 
highly informative. Information concerning rates of change from one state to 
another, available in these assemblies, could also be used. 

Estimates of prior errors will be affected by the quality of the assemblies. but 
presumably consistent estimates of error rates could be obtained by iteratively 
realigning these data using the Churchill method. It is possible that the high 
error rate estimated for larger fragments is due to misalignment of the data 
in the tails of the sequences. This hypothesis could be tested with a larger 
database. 

Of course, incorporating a prior is still hypothetical since the methods out
lined by Churchill are not feasible yet. His methods are prohibitively expensive 
in terms of computations. Even though a perfect implementation of the Gibbs 
sampler is impossible, Churchill and colleagues may find an ad-hoc implementa
tion profitable. Geneticists are already proceeding with the imperfect assemblies 
obtained using dynamic programming algorithms. Any effort that quantifies the 
uncertainity of the alignments would be a significant contribution. A less ambi
tious effort might involve aligning only the high quality portion of the fragments 
for which errors are unlikely and the probability of errors and the rates of change 
between states is constant. 

The biggest obstacle to a successful implementation of Churchill's model 
is the multimodality of the likelihood surface. Because the parameter space 
is extremely large, this problem is even more daunting than usual. A fragment 
that is mislocated will be extremely hard to move to a radically different portion 
of the genome using Gibbs sampling. It is well known that the Gibbs sampler 
tends to move slowly, if at all, toward a new mode. Unfortunately one would 
expect such major misplacement of DNA sequence fragments. Frequently the 
same pattern of DNA appears in several portions of the genome. 

Before Professor Churchill's efforts, the methods available to determine 
D \A sequences had progressed \·ery little beyond the dynamic programming 
paradigm. His work on the hidden .\Iarkov mociel takes the field of D \A. se
quencing in a radical!)· new direction: one that srlUld be immensely valuable. I 
cougra.t.ulate him for his efforts. 
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Reply to the Discussions of Roeder and Casella/Robert 

First I would like to thank the discussants for their insightful comments and 
for the effort they have put into deciphering the details of the algorithm I have 
described. I would like to address some of the implications of their comments 
especially with regard to the practical implementation of this approach to the 
estimation of sequences and sequence accuracy. Finally I would like to impress 
upon the reader that despite the discouraging complexity of the sequencing prob
lem, there are a number of interesting pieces of the puzzle that remain unsolved 
and whose solution would be of both practical and theoretical importance. 

I thank Drs. Casella and Robert for providing a clear and succinct summary 
of the Gibbs algorithm and for pointing out important details that were over
looked in my description of the algorithm. A new and important issue raised 
by Casella and Robert is the question of "what is to be done with the output 
of the Gibbs chain?". They propose a method of constructing confidence sets 
by defining a neighborhood around a modal sequence. ·In general the problem 
of constructing sets on sequence spaces is an open problem that should be pur
sued further. The approach described is promising but further investigation into 
appropriate metrics and methods of constructing sets is needed. 

With regard to the number of paths through an alignment path graph: I 
thank Casella and Robert for the clarification but I feel that my response to the 
question is correct as it stands. There are lots of paths. 

\Vith regard to the practicality of the algorithm, I offer no excuses. My 
intention was to develop a rigorous solution to the problem with only a Yague 
hope that it might prove to be practical. Although the prospect of 108 calcu
lations per iteration is not too daunting with modern computing, the size of 
the the state space and relative rigidity of the :;imple Gibbs sampler are dis
couraging. I remain optimistic that approximate methods can be developed to 
replace the alignment stage of the sampler. Thi:; optimism is based on the ob
servation that in real assemblies of fragments. there are many large regions that 
are unambiguous and relatively error-free. The regions containing errors and 
ambiguities can thus be isolated and the computational burden greatly reduced 
by sampling the alignments locally. It is also often observed that there are "·hole 
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fragments that are troublesome, either due to misalignment or some failure of 
the particular sequencing reaction. A combination of approaches that sample 
alignments locally, e.g. within a sliding window, with a process that shifts or 
removes whole fragments might be feasible. The success of a local alignment 
strategy will require that the gross structure of the assembly is correct. It may 
be possible to confirm this by other experimental methods. 

The discussion by Dr. Roeder also makes note of the computational com
plexity of the alignment problem in its full implementation. However, the impor
tant contribution of her discussion is in the critical examination of the goodness 
of fit of the model to the observed data. In particular Dr. Roeder has looked at 
the distribution of errors (and different error types) as a function of the position 
within a fragment. The failure to account for position-dependent error rates is 
perhaps the biggest shortcoming of the model I have proposed. The uniformity 
of errors is clearly violated and it seems intuitively that this lack of uniformity 
could bias estimates of sequence accuracy. Position-dependent variation of er
ror rates is a well recognized phenomenon. The key contribution here is the 
idea that error rates should vary smoothly as a function of position. It may 
be possible to develop hierarchical models which relax the uniformity assump
tion without going to the extreme of allowing independent error rates at each 
position. The importance of looking at the data should be emphasized here. 
Empirical knowledge of the relative rates of different error types and their de
pendence on position within a fragment are potentially useful for the resolution 
of ambiguities in the sequence. For example, we could know which of the bases 
is most likely to be in error when an ambiguity occurs in a two-deep region 
of an assembly. As new sequencing strategies are developed, it is likely that 
low-coverage directed methods will become more common, thus increasing the 
importance of prior knowledge of error types and locations in the estimation of 
sequences. 

As a final comment, I want to point out that hidden Markov models provide 
a rich class of probablity distributions on sequence spaces. Statistical inference 
methods for HMMs are relatively underdeveloped and the potential for applica
tions extends well beyond the sequencing problems described here. I would like 
to note that the Gibbs algorithm of Lawrence et al. (1993) is in fact (implicitly) 
operating on a HMM. The work of Krogh et al. (1994) has already been cited as 
another important application of HMMs to sequence data. The full potential of 
HMMs to address problems and questions related to DNA and protein sequence 
data has yet to be determined. I expect that over the next several years appli
cations of HMMs will develop rapidly and some general principles of inference 
for HM1vis will begin to emerge. 


